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MODULE 1 - CREATIVITY
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1. Competence profile
The use of imagination or original ideas to create something; inventiveness.
(https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/creativity).
What is a Creativity for an Entrepreneur? According to the EntreComp framework,
the
Entrepreneurship
Competence
Framework
(https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/eur-scientific-and-technical-researchreports/entrecomp-entrepreneurship-competence-framework), this competency is
the ability to Imagine the future. Develop a vision to turn ideas into action. Visualise
future scenarios to help guide effort and action.
Creativity is the ability to develop new ideas and to discover new ways of looking at
problems and opportunities. Stimulating creativity and exploring completely new
and unknown before territories lead as result to increasing the productivity of the
business. Creativity in entrepreneurship can also embody in new and useful
solutions to business problems, creative business strategies, or creative changes in
entrepreneurial process.
Startups and small businesses rely on creative minds, not only to find creative
solutions, but also to think ahead about potential problems that might arise.

8
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CREATIVITY is defined as:
the tendency to
generate or recognize
ideas, alternatives, or
possibilities that may
be useful in solving
problems,
communicating with
others

the ability to create,
to invent into a new
form, to produce
through imaginative
skill, to bring into
existence something
new. Creativity is not
ability to create out
of nothing, but the
ability to generate
new ideas by
combining, changing,
or reapplying
existing ideas

a process of
assembling ideas by
recombining
an attitude to accept
elements already
change and newness,
known but wrongly
a willingness to play
assumed to be
with ideas and
unrelated to each
possibilities, a
other. A creative
flexibility of outlook,
person work hard and
the habit of enjoying
continually to
the good, while
improve ideas and
looking for ways to
solutions, by making
improve it
gradual alterations
and refinements to
their works

2. Learning objectives
Creativity is a skill that can be learned and improved if the right methods and
techniques are used. Therefore,although inspiration can be important to come up
with creative ideas, you can use several creative thinking tools to develop your
creative ability. Creativity is often associated with personal actions and
developments. A creative environment within a business can lead to business
innovation.
Based on what stated above, the core learning objective of this module is to train
learners’ creativity skills and enable them to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define creativity and all relevant key abilities, attitudes and processes
Identify barriers to creativity
Understand the creative process
Recognize the importance of innovation
Explore creativity solutions to problem solving
Enhance creative attitude as entrepreneurs

9
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Furthermore, creativity is a process of assembling ideas by recombining elements
already known but wrongly assumed to be unrelated to each other.
Therefore, as another key learning objective of this module, learners will be fostered

to “use” creativity as a skill rather than an attitude and that they can get better at it
with practice and tools/methodologies explained and practiced in this module.
They will learn that creativity:
• results in ideas that have potential value
• is the process of putting things together in unexpected ways and involves:
- cognitive abilities (divergent thinking, ability to ‘transform’ thinking,
sensitivity to problems, breadth of knowledge and judgement)
- personality traits (self-confidence, tolerating ambiguity, curiosity and
motivation)
- emotional processes (emotional fantasy in play, pleasure in challenge,
involvement in tasks and tolerance of anxiety)
-

3. Training priorities
Creativity is among the core entrepreneurial competences included in the
Entrepreneurship Competence Framework developed by the European Community,
which proposes a shared definition of entrepreneurship as a competence.

10
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Creativity is presented as one of the competences in the ‘Ideas and opportunities’
area, even though the creative process entails both the use of resources and the
capacity to act upon ideas to mould their value.
The EntreComp synthetically designate Creativity as the ability to “Develop creative
and better solutions” and specifically to: - Co-develop multiple ideas and
opportunities - Explore and experiment with innovative approaches - Re-combine
knowledge and resources to achieve valuable effects.
Most of us would agree that to have any type of entrepreneurship, it involves the
creation of something new. Just consider—entrepreneurial action almost always
leads to creating new products or processes, a new market, a new venture, new
channels of distribution or even personal initiatives. Unfortunately, the way
entrepreneurship is taught has been traditionally focused on a prescriptive, linear
process.
Applying a creative approach to entrepreneurship is a means to generate more
novel ideas and approaches to solving problems. Creativity is by nature socially
interactive and is rooted in what you know, your own personal experiences and
understandings.

an attitude, the ability
to accept change and
newness, a willingness
to play with ideas and
possibilities, a flexibility
of outlook, the habit of
enjoying the good,
while looking for ways
to improve it

process

an ability to create,
bring into existence, to
invent into a new form,
to produce through
imaginative skill, to
make to bring into
existence something
new. Creativity is not
ability to create out of
nothing, but the ability
to generate new ideas
by combining,
changing, or reapplying
existing ideas.

attitude

ability

The overall priority of this module is to foster understanding of youth workers, youth
leaders on importance of creativity and entrepreneurship and to share as well as
develop methods and tools in order to enhance creativity as:
a process: creative
persons work hard and
continually to improve
ideas and solutions, by
making gradual
alterations and
refinements to their
works.

The main training priorities will cover the following areas:
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The methodology of the training path is based on non – formal education. Formal,
non – formal and informal learning will happen during the module programme
among participants and will be learner – centered and based on the needs and
expectations of participants.

Ongoing evaluations will be integrated into the module through a final assessment
and intermediate exercises, since the module itself has some theoretical and several
practical parts based on the methodological flow. The methods that will be used
will include self – assessment, small group work, games and role plays, feedback,
etc.

Creative thinking. Looking at something in a new way, usually
associated with the definition of “thinking outside the box.”
Often, creativity in this sense involves what is called lateral
thinking, or the ability to perceive patterns that are not
obvious.

Creative problem solving. Creative problem-solving stands
out as innovative. A creative problem solver will find new
solutions, rather than simply identifying and implementing
the norm. You might brainstorm new ways to cut energy use,
find new ways to cut costs during a budget crisis, or develop
a litigation strategy to defend a client. These all entail
creative thinking on your part.

Creativity in management. It is crucial to:
- make more effective use of a manager’s time
- improve motivation amongst staff
- appeal to customers’ wants and needs
- cut costs through more efficient/effective production
methods
- identify new and profitable product-market opportunities

12
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4. Module structure
Chapter 1 - Introduction
Creativity is one of the most important elements of entrepreneurship and may be
the key to developing entrepreneurial skills.
Entrepreneurs need to be observant and notice what people need (demand), find a
solution (supply), sell that solution at a price people will pay, make a profit, deal with
competition ... and the list goes on.
We all use creativity every day, even though we are often not aware of it.
Entrepreneurs especially need to be creative in their work. Every time you are trying
to find a solution to a problem or you are wrecking your brain to find a better way
of doing something, you are being creative.
Startups and small businesses rely on creative minds. Not only do we need people
who can find creative solutions, but also who are able to think ahead about potential
problems that might arise. And creativity is not only about problems. It is about
being able to visualize and to think ahead, to move ahead. Creativity is the stepping
stone to innovation and is also part of self-actualization, or how we realize our
personal potential.
Creativity is an entrepreneurial competence related implying three components:
1. Expertise that encompasses everything that a person knows and can do in the
broad domain of his or her work- knowledge and technical ability.
2. Creative thinking skills that refer to how you approach problems and solutionsthe capacity to put existing ideas together in new combinations. The skill itself
depends quite a bit on personality as well as on how a person thinks and works.
3. Motivation that is the drive and desire to do something, an inner passion and
interest. When people are intrinsically motivated, they engage in their work for the
challenge and enjoyment of it. The work itself is motivating.

13
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Chapter 2 - Goals
At the end of this module learners will be able to:
➢ identify and value creativity as a crucial entrepreneurial competence
➢ understand and apply the basic elements of the creative process and
thinking skills as an entrepreneurial behavior
➢ implement their creative thinking and decision making capabilities
➢ foster out-of-the-box and original thinking at the individual level
➢ stimulate and encourage themselves to become a creative
entrepreneurial thinker and solution finder
➢ use appropriate strategies and tools to foster and apply creativity
In other words, the main objective of the module is to prepare learners to
professionally lead creative and constructive thinking strategies applied within a real
business. By the end of the module, learners will have a substantial understanding
of creative and constructive thinking framework and models.
You will learn how to encourage your own inventiveness by nurturing every step of
it and to explore possibilities and generate multiple options, problem definitions and
solutions.

14
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Chapter 3 - Creative thinking.
3.1 Basic elements of the creative process for entrepreneurs
The process of creating interesting ventures is inherently dynamic and versatile.
There are many aspects to the approach and the stages of the creative process.
Some insight into the process is given below.

15
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Preparation
•The first stage, of course, is the preparation of some basic ideas to hold
onto. The creative process starts with identifying a problem and then
researching for related information. This is done in an effort to start
looking for a viable solution. An entrepreneur looks in every direction to
solve the problem, be it inside the industry or outside.
Thinking outside the box – going beyond the comfort zone
•Can we achieve anything if we are not willing to go beyond our comfort
zone? One has to leave the comfortable arena, go beyond and take a
risk. Rewards come with efforts.

Creativity is not magical
•Creativity is simply approaching things with a different perspective.
The simplest approach to creative thinking can be copying different
elements, transforming them, combining them and eureka! There is a
new idea. This essentially makes use of existing elements.

Incubation
During the incubation stage, ideas that have the potential to solve a
problem tend to flourish. This stage is characterized by the unconscious
thought process of refining an idea. Apparently, there are many
activities at work during this stage, but the overall goal is to find a
solution. Evaluating existing projects can help to generate viable ideas.

Illumination
Incubation leads to clarity of ideas. This is the “solution finding” stage.
Now the creativity process leads to the knowledge of some practical
ideas that can be put to work. It is like a “light bulb” moment, hence it’s
called illumination.

Verification
This stage determines whether the “found” solution even has the
potential to work or not. The idea can either be accepted as such,
modified with minor or major changes, or rejected altogether, requiring
that the whole process be done again.
Critical thinking
Generating innovative ideas is a comparatively easy task. The major
success of an entrepreneurial endeavour lies in critically examining the
viability of an idea. Critical thinking enables an entrepreneur to selfjudge in order to evaluate the idea. It is defined as a self-directed, self16an
disciplined, self-monitored and self-corrective process of evaluating
idea.
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3.2 What are creative thinking skills and how to strengthen them
A definition of creative thinking is defined as a way to look at and solve problems
from a different perspective, avoiding orthodox solutions and thinking outside the
box.
This creative process allows you to explore connections, meet new challenges and
seek solutions that are unusual, original and fresh.
Many people think that either you are born creative or you are not. However,
creativity is a skill that you can develop if you invest the time and effort.

Creative Thinking
Are you able to
see situations
from a variety of
perspectives and
come up with
original ideas?

Problem Solving
How good are you
at coming up with
sound solutions to
the problems
you're facing?

Recognising
Opportunities
Do you recognize
opportunities when
they present
themselves? Can
you spot a trend?
And are you able to
create a plan to
take advantage of
the opportunities
you identify?

If you think creatively, you will…
► See things from different angles
► Find innovative solutions
► Improve your decision-making skills

Creating an idea might be easy; successfully executing it might be a difficult task.
What makes a person a successful entrepreneur? Why do some people recognize
the opportunities that exist around them and others do not? Are they genetically
different? Or do they have a different perspective to handle things?
17
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“Creativity arises from our ability to see things from many different angles.”
Think outside the box may be a cliché, but too often we turn any issues over and
over in our minds without finding an innovative solution for them. That is because
we tend to do all problem solving in the same way, whether that means making a
pros-and-cons list or calling Mom for advice.

One of the many ways in which our mind attempts to make life easier is to solve the
first impression of the problem that it encounters. Like our first impressions of
people, our initial perspective on problems and situations are apt to be narrow and
superficial. We see no more than we have been conditioned to see — and
stereotyped notions block clear vision and crowd out imagination. This happens
without any alarms sounding, so we never realize it is occurring.
Once we have settled on a perspective, we close off but one line of thought. Certain
kinds of ideas occur to us, but only those kinds and no others. What if the crippled
man who invented the motorized cart had defined his problem as: “How to occupy
my time while lying in bed?” rather than “How to get out of bed and move around
the house?”
Entrepreneurship is a highly creative process, involving experiential techniques as
entrepreneurs test ideas, pivot, and test again. For this reason, entrepreneurs need
to be intentional with creativity and experimentation.
Creative Thinkers in Action:
Jeff Bezos, founder and CEO of
Amazon.com: “If you double the number of
experiments you do per year, you’re going to
double your inventiveness. The thing about
inventing is you have to be both stubborn and
flexible, more or less simultaneously. If you’re
not stubborn, you’ll give up on experiments too
soon. And if you’re not flexible, you’ll pound your head against the wall and you
won’t see a different solution to a problem you’re trying to solve.”
Marissa Mayer, president and CEO of Yahoo and former vice president of search
products at Google: “The ‘Googly’ thing is to launch it [a product] early on Google
18
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Labs and then iterate, learning what the market
wants — and making it great. The beauty of
experimenting in this way is that you never get too
far from what the market wants. The market pulls
you back.
James Dyson, founder of Dyson: “We are all
looking for the magic formula. Well, here you go: Creativity + Iterative Development
= Innovation.”

•

Article
Creative Thinking Habit: Always Look at Problems with Multiple Perspectives
http://creativethinking.net/creative-thinking-habit-always-look-atproblems-with-multiple-perspectives/#sthash.eqO8cKwR.dpbs

•

Test
How good is your problem solving?
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTMC_72.htm

3.3 Practical activity
Exercise 1 – Revisit your childhood. What did you love to do?
Sometimes you can forget the things that brought you the most joy. We think of the
practical rather than the things we love doing.
So make a list of all the things you remember enjoying as a child. Would you enjoy
that activity now?
For example, Frank Lloyd Wright, America’s greatest
architect, played with wooden blocks all through
childhood and perhaps well past it. Research shows that
there is much to be discovered in play, even as adults.
Here is a link to a great TED video from Tom Brown of
IDEO, which discusses the importance between creativity
and play.
Revisit some of the positive activities, foods and events of childhood.
19
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Can they be translated and added into your life now?
How can those past experiences shape your career choices now?
Exercise 2 – Make a Creativity Board.
Start by taking a large poster board, put the words
“New Business” in the centre and create a collage
of images, sayings, articles, poems and other
inspirations, suggests Michael Michalko, a
creativity expert based in the US, and author of
creativity books and tools, including ThinkPak.
“The idea behind this is that when you surround yourself with images of your
intention — who you want to become or what you want to create — your awareness
and passion will grow,” Michalko says.
As your board evolves and becomes more focused, you will begin to recognize what
is missing and imagine ways to fill the blanks and realize your vision. (In the business
world we call this “gaps in the market” or possible “niche markets”)

Exercise 3 – Make a list of people who are where you want to be.
You do not have to reinvent the wheel. Study people who have been successful in
the area you want to pursue.
For example, during the recession, many people shied away from the real estate
market because they thought it was a dead-end. However, some people believe that
it is the perfect time to jump in — when most others are bailing out and for those
who stay working in the market, what techniques do they use to survive, to make
the difference? Study them, figure out how and why they are able to remain
successful when everyone else is folding and then set up structures to emulate
them.
Then perhaps think about an initial plan of action. How might you attack the market.
Be different. Create a new way of doing things using the techniques of those you
admire?
Exercise 4 – Take a break from business thinking.

20
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While it might feel uncomfortable to step outside of “business mode”, the mind
sometimes needs a rest from such bottom-line thinking. Whenever I work with
students of professionals who are blocked for ideas. I tell them to go and do
something different, something like going for a walk in nature, painting, doing a
sport, a hobby, listening to music…
After you have taken a break by indulging in something you’re passionate about,
coming back to your business note-book and write down any business ideas that
have come to mind.
You will be amazed at how refreshed your ideas are. Doing something different,
looking at beautiful things, doing something we enjoy, creates connections that we
often neglect to notice. Notice them, capture them in writing and use them.”

Chapter 4 - Creative problem solving
4.1 Creativity as a crucial “tool” to solve problem
Entrepreneurship is a complex career path. There are many qualities that can help
individuals along the journey, such as passion and determination. However, one
attribute in particular should be valued above all others: creativity and
entrepreneurial thinking that naturally embodies creativity.

What is creative problem solving & why does your startup need it?
Creativity is often associated with the arts, but it is fundamental to ensuring that
your startup idea solves the problem you have found. Being creative allows you to
find potential solutions that are unique and valuable. Therefore, great products are
a result of great creative problem solving.
“Creativity is something which occurs when we are able to organise our thoughts in
such a way that readily leads to a different and even better understanding of the
problem we are considering” (Proctor, 2005).
What actually is creative problem solving?

21
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Plan for action

Find ideas and
evaluate
Identify and clarify
the problem

Creative problem solving is based around the theory of convergent and divergent
thinking. The most popular model is the Osborn-Parnes CPS model (shown above).
Creative problem solving provides an effective way to navigate around challenges,
find potential solutions and test them with real users.
Why does your startup need creativity and creative problem solving?
Being creative is about identifying the most appropriate solutions to a problem. The
problem behind a product is almost more important to creating a successful
business than the solution itself.
Creative problem solving will give your startup the ability to closely define the
problem you have identified, and allow your team to work on developing the best
solution.

4.2 Thinking outside the box
Creativity is a crucial “tool” to SOLVE PROBLEM and to identify opportunities by
THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX.

22
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There are always more than one way to solve a
problem, so you will need to take time to develop
plenty of creative possibilities to solve the problem.
There is no need, no service, no asset, and no skill
imaginable that cannot be accessed through
creativity. Thinking outside the box and getting
creative in finding solutions to any personal and/or
professional “challenges” can be vital in everyday life
as well as for any businesses.
Creativity is the ability of imagination. Imagination leads someone to reach never
before explored areas. In business terms, imagination alone is what is known as
“thinking outside the box”. Using imagination, an entrepreneur can put aside the
practical norms and think of something creative and innovative.
Creativity can be a valuable tool when facing problems, particularly when you have
spent a great deal of time on a difficult challenge and keep coming back to the same
mediocre solution.
A creative approach to problem solving can
be effective for everyone, regardless of your
level of creativity. Whether you are typically
a creative thinker, or if you are more on the
structured thinker side of the scale, you can
use creativity to solve problems and
challenges through creative problem
solving.

According to Creative Problem Solving - Finding Innovative Solutions to Challenges
article
by
the
Mind
Tools
Editorial
Team
(https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/creative-problem-solving.htm), dealing
with obstacles and challenges is a regular part of working life, and overcoming them
is not always easy.
To improve your products, services, communications, and interpersonal skills, and
for you and your organization to excel, you need to encourage creative thinking and
find innovative solutions that work.

23
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Imagine that you are vacuuming your house in a hurry because you have friends
coming over. Frustratingly, you are working hard but you are not getting very far.
You kneel down, open up the vacuum cleaner, and pull out the bag. In a cloud of
dust, you realize that it is full... again. Coughing, you empty it and wonder why
vacuum cleaners with bags still exist!
James Dyson, inventor and founder of Dyson vacuum cleaners, had exactly the same
problem, and he used creative problem solving to find the answer. While many
companies focused on developing a better vacuum cleaner filter, he realized that he
had to think differently and find a more creative solution. So, he devised a
revolutionary way to separate the dirt from the air, and invented the world's first
bagless vacuum cleaner.
If you think at problems and possible solutions in a “creative way”, you will find fresh
perspectives and come up with innovative solutions, so that you can formulate a
plan to overcome obstacles and reach your goals.
Creativity will add INNOVATION to your ideas and solutions.
Entrepreneurship goes hand-in-hand with innovation — the
ability to produce new ideas, provide better solutions and
pioneer new products. The most successful entrepreneurs are
not simply the hardest working, they are the most innovative.
You can hustle and put in 80-hours each week, but if you are not
stretching your innovative muscles, you will never achieve
breakthroughs and success.
An entrepreneur’s mind revolves around new
ideas and opportunities for innovation. There
is a continuous and conscious effort required
to look for niches and undertake the risks in
entering them. Entrepreneurship involves the
continuous examination of existing business
workflows and devising ways in order to carry
them out in a more efficient and effective
way, in terms of both time and cost. In simple
words, entrepreneurship works toward the optimization of business.
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It is said that you cannot improve anything if you cannot measure it first. Creativity
is no different. You need to be able to measure your creativity before you do
something, and after you do it, to see how much you improved, if at all.
Your idea shall be feasible: shape and develop the idea to make it practical. Seek out
constructive criticism.
•

Video
Why do we need creativity?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwGlaCTnNys

4.3 Practical activity
The thinking hats
General description
- Concepts: exploration, inquiry, ideation
- What are the benefits? Why to use this tool?
The main goal is to explore different ways to solve problems.
Sometimes good ideas come in unusual packages. The goal of brainstorming is to let
ideas flow—no idea is too crazy or far-fetched. In this activity, participants learn a
creative and focused style of brainstorming called parallel thinking, by “trying on”
different colored hats, which represent different ways of approaching the same
problem—thus thinking in parallel ways to find the best solution.
Needs/goals
- Time to put the tool in practice: 30 minutes
- Size of the group: any
- Materials needed: big handmade poster or cutout for each color hat (blue, red,
white, and green); blue, red, black (for white), and green markers.
Instructions
Description for the development of this dynamic, explanation of stages, time needed
for each stage, things to take into account to apply the dynamic.
Each hat has a different colur and represents a particualr type of thought process as
explained below. Each participant will use this creative problem solving process to
address an issue important to the group.
For example:
25
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- employees want to change what’s served in the company cafeteria;
- a game company wants to design and sell T-shirts to promote a brand new game
for teenagers.
It is important to establish some ground rules, i.e. no interrupting, no criticizing
ideas, and everyone gets a turn, and eahc participant shall stay with the hat of the
moment.
Write down the ideas on each poster with the appropriate color marker or have the
participants act as scribes.
The participants put on their blue hats. The blue hat allows them to organize their
thinking and define the problem to be discussed. It sets the stage for the discussion.
The participants change to the red hats. This is their chance to talk about their
feelings about the problem. Do one or two rounds, or more if needed.
Now the participants to wear the white hats, which represent facts. Ask them to
share any facts they know about the situation.
The participants put on their green hats. This represents creative thinking.
Participants can contribute any idea as a solution. They shall not worry whether or
not the idea is practical or possible—anything goes during a brainstorm.
Review the ideas on the posters. Finally, the students put on their blue hats again.
Now all participants can try to answer to following questions: What was achieved?
What possible solutions were discovered? What are the next steps?
After the activity, they can all disucss about what follows: Was this way of thinking
a good way to come up with new ideas and solutions? Why or why not? How might
you brainstorm on your own? How is it different from brainstorming with a group?
Tips and comments
- References (if the tool needs a mention, e.g. if it is adapted from another tool or
who is the author) http://www.debonogroup.com/six_thinking_hats.php
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Chapter 5 - Creativity in management
5.1 How creative thinking may be used in management
Creative thinking may be used in management to:

make more effective
use of a manager’s
time

improve a product’s
appeal to customers

improve motivation
amongst staff

appeal to customers’
wants and needs

cut costs through
more
efficient/effective
production methods

identify new and
profitable productmarket opportunities

Creative thinking benefits all areas and activities of management. It is required to
dream up better ways of marketing goods, to devise new production methods, to
find new ways to motivate people, and so on.
Creativity turns up in every business situation where there is a chance that things
can be done in a more business-like, more profitable or more satisfying way.
The typical areas improved by creativity are:
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How to
make more
effective use
of a
manager’s
time

How to
improve a
product’s
appeal to
customers

How to
improve
motivation
amongst
staff

How to
identify new
and profitable
productmarket
opportunities

How to appeal
to customers’
wants and
needs

How to cut
costs through
more
efficient/effec
tive
production
methods

Problems requiring creative thinking are ‘open-ended’ problems: that is, problems
for which there is more than one solution.
Entrepreneurs have to make decisions which require creative problem solving in
planning, organising, leading and controlling their organisations:
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Planning
•Determining the
mission of the
organisation
•Determining the
organisational
objectives
•Identifying
strengths,
weaknesses,
opportunities and
threats
•Adjusting the
organisation
behaviour and
strategies to
competitors’
strategies
•Deciding how to
implement
competitive
strategies

Organising
•Deciding what jobs
need to be done
within an
organisational unit
•Deciding how
various jobs within
an organisational
unit can be grouped
together, etc.
•Deciding how much
authority should be
delegated to various
organisational
positions
•Determining how
best to train people
for their jobs

Leading
•Finding ways of
increasing
productivity in the
workplace

Controlling
•Deciding what
systems of control
are needed
•Setting standards
•Identifying why
standards/objectives
have not been
achieved

5.2 Creativity to plan your business
The most important factor in creating a successful business is having a unique
proposition, and creativity is the key to achieving this. Despite the common
misconception that creativity is something you either have a natural affinity for or
don’t, anyone can unleash their creativity through cultivating the right mindset, and
by so doing lay the foundations for a healthy business.
Practice makes perfect
We spend so much time dedicating our mental capabilities to our daily routine that
we often forget to step outside of ourselves and dream. Regardless of your age or
level of experience, setting aside time to let your mind wander, and increase your
knowledge of a specific field, is vital to unleashing creativity.
Creativity does not require re-inventing the wheel
Steve Jobs and the iPhone is a prime example. Although Martin Cooper was the
creator of the cell phone, Jobs is better known as a beacon of creativity because he
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advanced the mobile from a product that could make calls to a device that had music
and wireless capabilities.
Use problems as inspiration
Rather than viewing the obstacles you encounter in daily life as inconveniences
consider them opportunities for innovation. The chances are that you won’t be the
only person to have struggled with them, meaning there is not only a gap in the
market but a target audience ready and waiting for your creative solution.
Do not underestimate practical solutions
When entrepreneurs dream of their first business they tend to imagine, and be
drawn to the idea of creating, a glamorous product or service. However, this
underestimates the value and longevity of businesses built on practical solutions.
Question everything
To turn a creative idea into a successful business you need to question every aspect
of the product, and company at large, to establish that it is feasible. Ensure you’re
able to articulate your idea in a couple of sentences, create a business plan, work
out the figures, and think about how the business will operate in practice.
Anyone can be creative so long as they are willing to commit time to practising
innovation, thinking about how existing products could be optimised, and are open
to seeing problems as opportunities for innovation regardless of how ‘unglamorous’
the resultant product may be. By questioning the feasibility of your idea once
formed you will lay the foundations for turning your unique proposition into a
successful business.
Why are business models so important?
Business models enable you to create value out of new ideas. Simply having a good
idea for a new product or service is not enough if you can’t answer some key
questions about how to take it forward. Likewise, having positive feelings about
doing good things for people is not a strong basis for creating a platform on which
to deliver important services, especially in sectors such as development and social
enterprise. Working with colleagues to give structure to an idea helps to draw out
important risks and assumptions associated with that idea.
An innovative business model is the Creative Project Canvas (CPC)
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Starting from the Business Model Canvas (BMC) that is a strategic management and
entrepreneurial tool to visualize your idea and making it become a living project,
Materahub has developed the very innovative Creative Project Canvas.
Like an artist’s canvas, it is a place to turn your creative inspiration into reality and
share it with a wider audience.

The Creative Project Canvas is a strategic visual framework that helps artists and
creatives to plan SUSTAINABLE projects, where sustainability not necessarily refers
to long-term economic profits but to solid foundations you need to establish for your
professional human projects.
Let us watch this brief presentation of the Creative Project Canvas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L3lygHXuhZg
Our CREATIVE PROJECT CANVAS is an idea exploration and planning tool for creative
projects.
There are 9 themes for each block including questions to help you clarifying and
reflecting on your project. Find out Your Answer!”
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Here you can see the Creative Project Canvas split in 4 parts to help you and visualize
the main aspects of your project.
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5.3 Practical activity
The Creative Project Canvas (CPC)
General description
Refining the VALUE of your project idea and simulating the completion of the
Creative Project Canvas.
Needs/goals
Exploring the various blocks of the CPC in greater detail and experimenting it
through a case study.
- Time to put the tool in practice: 60 minutes hour in total
- Size of the group: any
- Materials needed: the case study text, the Creative Project Canvas with questions,
post-it notes and pens.
Instructions
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- print out and distribute the Case study text below alongside the Creative Project
Canvas with questions.
Read the case study and go through the CPC, look at all blocks and relevant
questions. Take a few moments to read them through and think about each one.
Finally follow the instructions below:
1) reflect on your answers to build each of the 9 blocks and come up with clear and
brief ideas for each block
2) sum up all conclusions in maximum 2 post-it notes for each of the 9 blocks.
Allow 45 minutes for this activity.
Case study
Jophus works within a small NGO in Kenya that supports rural communities to be
economically self-sufficient. He notices that when someone has an item to sell – for
example, a chicken, some eggs or a length of cloth – they have to ask people on an
individual basis either in person or by text whether they might be interested in
making a purchase.
Jophus has the idea to develop a system to help people in these communities to
upload text and pictures from their mobile phones about items that they want to
sell. The items will appear on a website that is designed to be viewed on a mobile
phone with limited features.
Jophus decides to use the Creative Project Canvas as a tool for engaging his
colleagues with his new idea and to gather their input on how it could be delivered.
He begins by drafting out the value of his project: ‘A website for informal sales
notices within rural communities.
Chapter 6 - Useful tools
This chapter will include links to videos, further readings, extra resources, etc.
The main source for OER is the European Journal of Open, Distance and E-Learning
(EURODL), which is an electronic, multi-media, open access journal. It publishes the
accounts of research and presents scholarly work and solid information about open,
distance, online and e-learning in technology-
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enhanced
education
and
training
in
its
most
inclusive
definition.
http://www.eurodl.org/?p=special&sp=init2.
Among the several further resources within the educational fields made available such as
Pinterest (https://it.pinterest.com/ecampusontario/open-education-resources/), we would
like to highlight:
− 40 Books To Unlock Your Creativity And Get You Started On Your Life's Best Work
(https://www.canva.com/learn/40-books-unlock-creativity-start-lifes-best-work/)
Entrepreneur
training
for
creativity
and
innovation
(https://www.emeraldinsight.com/doi/abs/10.1108/03090591011031755?mobileUi=0&jo
urnalCode=jeit). This paper's primary purpose is to emphasize the importance of
entrepreneur training regarding creativity and innovation. Their significance and the
importance of the latter regarding the development of business and training needs are the
research questions of a survey conducted in northern Greece.

Chapter 7 - Module assessment
This chapter includes an assessment test/quiz including true/false, multiple choice
questions, etc. to test the understanding as well as acquisition of main topics and
tools presented, explained and demonstrated in this module.
True/false questions
1) Creativity is not ability to create out of nothing.
True ⃝
False ⃝
2) Creativity is a gift that cannot be learned and improved.
True ⃝
False ⃝
3) A creative person needs to work hard and continually to improve ideas and
solutions, by making gradual alterations and refinements to their works.
True ⃝
False ⃝
4) The Entrepreneurship Competence Framework which proposes a shared definition
of entrepreneurship as a competence.
True ⃝
False ⃝
5) Entrepreneurs do not need a creativity to approach and solve problems
True ⃝
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False ⃝
6) The Creative Project Canvas provides the framework for creating value out of new
ideas.
True ⃝
False ⃝

Solutions
Statement n°
1
2
3
4
5
6

TRUE

FALSE
x
x

x
x
x
x

Multiple choice questions
1) Creative thinking is a way to:
A. look at and solve problems from a different perspective
B. using orthodox solutions to solve a problem
C. use creativity to solve problems that only talented people can do
2) Do entrepreneurs need to develop, improve and use creativity to start up/run their
business?
A. Yes, because creativity allows you to find potential solutions that are unique
and valuable
B. No, because they need more technical skills and knowledge
C. It depends on the type of business they are going to start up/are running
3) Creative thinking is all about _____________
A. analysis.
B. coming up with subjective answers.
C. discovering different perspectives and brainstorming ideas.
D. deeper-level thinking.
4) Do you need creativity to plan your business?
A. No, because planning a business requires only expertise and knowledge
B. Yes, because it helps to view problems as opportunities for innovation
C. I don’t know
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5) Why complete a Creative Project Canvas?
A. To get finance
B. To look for investors
C. To set out clear goals for your project idea/start-up
D. To make sure you know what you are doing
6) The Creative Project Canvas consists of __________ main elements
A. 10
B. 11
C. 9
D. 12

Solutions
Statement n°
1
2
3
4
5
6

Correct
A
A
C
B
C
C
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MODULE 2 COOPERATION AND TEAMWORKING
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1. Competence profile
Cooperation and Team working could be defined as the process of working
collaboratively with a group of people in order to achieve a work-related goal.
A group refers to two or more people working together towards a common workrelated objective. It may be a formal team such as a work unit or section or an
informal team such as a multidisciplinary group working together on a temporary
project. It may include people at various occupational groups and levels. The most
important point is that this competency refers to situations where one is an equal
team member or peer, not having greater authority or responsibility than the other
members in the group. Teamwork and Cooperation excludes situations where one
is the recognized leader of the group; in those situations, please refer to the
Leadership competency.

Teamwork is a crucial part of a business, as it is often necessary for colleagues to
work well together, trying their best in any circumstance. Teamwork means that
people will try to cooperate, using their individual skills and providing constructive
feedback, despite any personal conflict between individuals.
Teamwork is not something that can be quickly developed or enforced; it takes time
for a real team to be created. Spend some time getting to know how your team
operates and you will get an idea how you can better foster teamwork.
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2. Learning objectives
The purpose of cooperation and team working competence is to encourage partners
and employees to seek out, value, and support each other´s contributions in order
to achieve the enterprise goals.
To promote teamwork, you must address several critical issues. For starters, you
should open the lines of communication within the team; have a proper dialogue
with them to find out more about their concerns. You just might hear some
important issues or learn about ideas that will be beneficial to all. You must also
engage their interest and cooperation by helping them understand what their roles
are in the big picture; too many workers refuse to work as part of a team because
they believe that their responsibilities are insignificant and that they are mere pawns
in the company’s operations. There must also be open communication among all of
the team members in order to help them relate better with one another, thus
developing trust and cooperation, as well as a strong willingness to work together.
Team building activities will help everyone get better acquainted outside of the
workplace and learn how to work well together as a result of the shared experience.
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3. Training priorities
In a generic sense, we can define teamwork as the ability to Integrate into working
groups to achieve common objectives. In a first approximation can be pointed out
different skills to develop that enhance this competence:
● Integration capacity. The integration must involve a confluence of synergies
governed by a principle of effectiveness, since the objectives of the team are
more than the simple sum of individual goals.
● Interpersonal communication. The achievement of the team's objectives will
be seen conditioned not only by the ability to share knowledge, but also by
the predisposition to listen and accept other points of view.
● Empathy. The work teams must reach an optimal level of confidence and
cohesion for its correct operation. For this, an integration is not enough
mechanics of the individuals but that the different personal skills should be
compatible.
● Ability to get encultured knowledge. Ability to take advantage of knowledge
and individual skills for the empowerment of group knowledge as well as the
recognition of group goals.
● Responsibility and compromise. The individual must take responsibility for
the tasks entrusted by the team and commit to the result of group work.
● Decision making and time management. For the team to work effectively its
components must dominate decision-making processes and timing of the
objectives.
In a more specific sense, the achievement of this competence for a profile of newly
licensed is optimized with the following skills:
● Recognition of roles. In every work team different roles are combined. He
newly graduated must be able to recognize them and adapt to the one
assigned to them.
● Recognition of leadership. Frequently, leadership is one of the requirements
that guarantees the correct functioning of a work team. Hardly this role will
fall on the new graduate, but he is expected to recognize and accept it.
● Respect the team. In the incorporation stage it is important that the graduate
show a special respect towards the rest of the team members. Although this
feature may seem obvious, employers have it in mind.
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With all this, we seek to understand and build on the different perspectives of the
others to improve the efficiency of the team and the quality results. All these skills
include behaviors such as:
● Working with others
● Participating and collaborating
● Fostering teamwork
● Enhancing team effectiveness
● Ensuring alignment
● Proactively assisting and involving others
● Advising and resolving conflict
● Building bridges between teams
● Active Listening Skills
● Advanced Event Planning
● Appreciative Inquiry
● Assertiveness and Conflict Resolution
● Business Writing for Impact and Influence
● Communicating for Results
● Critical Conversations
● Critical Thinking and Problem Solving for Effective Decision-Making
● Dealing with Difficult People
● Delegation Skills for the Workplace
● Effective Meeting and Event Planning
● Working and Communicating as Part of a Team
● etc
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4. Module structure
Chapter 1 - Introduction
Cooperation and team working could be defined by the process of working
collaboratively with a group of people in order to achieve a goal. Teamwork is a
crucial part of a business, as it is often necessary for colleagues to work well
together, trying their best in any circumstance. Teamwork means that people will
try to cooperate, using their individual skills and providing constructive feedback,
despite any personal conflict between individuals.
This first chapter, as introduction to the “Cooperation and team working” module
will intend, first to define what is a team, and why working in a team is so crucial for
any business.
Definition of a team:

(source: BusinessDictionnary) A team is “A group of people with a full set of
complementary skills required to complete a task, job, or project. Team members
(1) operate with a high degree of interdependence, (2) share authority and
responsibility for self-management, (3) are accountable for the collective
performance, and (4) work toward a common goal and shared rewards(s). A team
becomes more than just a collection of people when a strong sense of mutual
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commitment creates synergy, thus generating performance greater than the sum of
the performance of its individual members.”
This section will focus on the definition of a business objective and the convergence
of team members around this objective, which has to be understood by all in a
similar way. It will also explain what are the benefits of a solid team in the business,
including workers wellbeing, efficiency and productivity.
a) Why create a team working in the enterprise
Teams are created for both long-term and short-term interaction. A product
development team, an executive leadership team, and a departmental team are
long-lasting planning and
operational groups. Their way of winning is to continue to produce quality work and
provide continued value to the company.

They can accomplish their value through strong sales (in the case of a sales team),
or through reducing costs (such as an HR team that works to reduce turnover).
Teams can also win when their new product (for a product development team)
outperforms the competition. When you think of winning for a production team,
setting records on the number of parts produced is winning.
Start-ups often have teams that are not dedicated to providing a product or a service
to the external customer. Rather, their purpose is to create a work environment that
fosters employee happiness, engagement, wellness, and safety.
Teams usually limit the terms of their members to a year so that many employees
have the opportunity to serve and bring fresh ideas to these teams. Examples of
these teams include the employee events committee, the health safety team, a
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green environment team, the employee wellness committee, and an employee
motivation and morale committee.
Short-term teams might include a team formed to develop an employee onboarding
process, a team that plans the annual company party, a team that implements a
customer data collection system to assess service quality or a team tasked with
responding to a specific customer problem or complaint. These short-term teams
win by accomplishing their goals.
b) Benefits of team working

In summary, below are some of the most significant advantages of teamwork.
● More motivation. The equipment satisfies higher-ranking needs. The
members of a work team have the opportunity to apply their knowledge
and skills. And be recognized for it, developing a feeling of self-efficacy and
belonging to the group.
● Greater commitment. Participating in the analysis and decision making
commits to the team's goals and organisational objectives.
● More ideas. The synergistic effect that occurs when people work together
results in the production of a greater number of ideas, than when a person
works alone.
● Greater flexibility. Teamwork can help companies to be more flexible. By
linking employees from different parts of a project to a team, problems or
difficulties can sometimes be corrected more easily.
● Greater innovation. Some companies use equipment and teamwork to
create a work environment that excels in creativity. These companies
sometimes build their corporate structure on teamwork.
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● More creativity. Creativity is stimulated by the combination of the efforts
of individuals. This helps to generate new paths for thinking and reflecting
on problems, processes and systems.
● Improves communication. Share ideas and points of view with others, in an
environment that encourages open and positive communication;
contributing to improve the functioning of the organisation.
● Best results. When people work as a team, it is indisputable that the results
are improved. Advantages of teamwork
The valuation of the equipment has been increasing. Up to the point of passing, from
a strategy of motivation and problem solving, to giving them the capacity to make
decisions, plan and conduct the same processes of which they are protagonists. The
fact is that the modalities of work teams have been expanding, from the most known
quality circles.
Currently, there is even talk of "implementation of the team process" as a means to
generalize, in coordination, in the organisation this way of working. In fact, this
perspective requires the combination of the different existing modalities so as to
involve the entire organisation, from the operational base to the top management.

Chapter 2 - Goals
At the end of this module, learners will be able to understand the importance of
good cooperation and team working for the correct management of a business. The
module will raise their awareness about the wide spectrum of application of
communication and cooperation, which are omnipresent and essential for the
business success. They will get familiar with some of the key concepts linked to the
organisational business theory, bettering their knowledge regarding the corporate
culture and working environments. In addition, they
will discover practical tools to be implemented in order to organise the cooperation,
with communication techniques and activities that can be applied in the daily work.
Thus, operational objectives of this module are:
- Get familiar with key concepts related to cooperation and teamwork
- Learn the importance of choosing your team members, and get to know your
team.
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-

-

Understand the importance of the organisational culture, and learn how to
choose and implement one that suits your SME / Start-up
Acquisition of tools to implement efficient communication, especially
internal communication within your team.
Draw an efficient diagram of communication flows
Learn how to organise and delegate tasks to your team, avoiding typical
leadership mistakes.
Raise awareness about the different forms of business cooperation in order
to make your start-up grow, including technological and financial
cooperation.
Implement different practical activities to experience directly the concepts
explain in this chapter and help you in the improvement of your teamwork
implementation.

Thanks to this module and the new knowledge achieved, learner should be able to
implement coherent communication within the start-up and better its team’s
efficiency. This module expects to have positive impact on human resources
management in the start-up, as well as on the general business welfare.

Chapter 3 – Organisational Culture
The organisational culture, or corporate culture refers to the shared values,
standards, attitudes, beliefs and behaviours that contribute to the unique social and
psychological environment of an organisation.
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Culture can be a particularly important consideration for start-ups and SMEs. A
healthy company culture will increase the working team commitment and
productivity, while an unhealthy culture may inhibit an organisation growth or even
lead to business fall down.

Organisational culture includes written (formal, e.g. statutes) and unwritten rules
(informal, e.g. experience, beliefs) that have been developed over time and are
considered valid by the organisation members. This culture is expressed in the
organisation goals, strategy and structure, as well as in its philosophy, self-image,
and interaction with outside world (providers, customers, society...)

Closely related concepts, are corporate ethics (which formally state the company's
values) and corporate image (which is the public perception of the corporate
culture).

3.1 Different types of organisational culture
Here are some of the main types of organisational culture that can be found in an
organisation:
Power Culture: In an organisation with a power culture, power is held by just a few
individuals whose influence spreads throughout the organisation. This is the case,
for instance, of family businesses.

Role Culture: Organisations with a role culture are based on rules. They are highly
controlled, with everyone in the organisation knowing what their roles and
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responsibilities are. Power in a role culture is determined by a person's position
(role) in the organisational structure.

Task Culture: Task culture forms when teams in an organisation are formed to
address specific problems or progress projects. The task is the important thing, so
power within the team will often shift depending on the mix of the team members
and the status of the problem or project.

Person Culture: In organisations with person cultures, individuals very much see
themselves as unique and superior to the organisation.
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Adhocracy Culture: This culture is based on energy and creativity. Employees are
encouraged to take risks, and leaders are seen as innovators or entrepreneurs. The
organisation is held together by experimentation, with an emphasis on individual
ingenuity and freedom.

Market Culture: This culture is built upon the dynamics of competition and achieving
concrete results. The focus is goal-oriented, with leaders who are tough and
demanding.
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3.2 To choose and create a corporate culture
The types of organisational culture described above are not exhaustive, and can be
mixed up and changed until each organisation create its own and unique culture.
This mix will depend on the focus of the company on internal structure and
integration vs. external focus and differentiation, stability and control vs. flexibility
and discretion, etc. Since every company is different, there are many ways to
develop a culture that works.
Many entrepreneurs, when they first start a new business, quite naturally tend to
take on a great deal of responsibility themselves. As the company grows and adds
employees, however, the authoritarian management style that the business owner
used successfully in a very small company can become detrimental. In a healthy
culture, working team is aware of being part of a team and gain satisfaction from
helping to the overall organisation success. When the team sense that it is
contributing to a successful group effort, its level of commitment and productivity,
and thus the quality of the company's products or services, are likely to improve.

3.3 Creating propice working environment
An organisation’s culture is shaped by a number of tangible and intangible
components that together create an environment that is conducive, or not, to good
work. Here are some of the main elements constitutive of the working environment:
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Values. The culture of a company that values caring will be different from one that
values, say, creativity or speed or precision. One isn’t necessarily better than
another, it simply will impact the types of employees that are hired and what
everyone is working toward.
Employees. Each and every employee needs to match the culture and the
company’s values. Organisations with the most desirable corporate cultures invest
a lot of time recruiting.
Environment. Where employees have to work will have a major impact on the
organisation’s culture. Take care at the time of deciding between open space /
closed desks, permanent place for your employees or mobility without fixed seats,
etc.
Actions. Does your actions match the values and ethics you claim? Coherence
matters. Companies that put customer satisfaction as its highest priority should have
processes and procedures that ensure customers are delighted with its dealings with
the company.
Opportunities for bonding. Companies that set aside time outside of work to
socialize and get to know each other create opportunities for more fulfilling personal
relationships to form. This can be done with team building activities, Friday happy
hour time, etc.

3.4 Reward policies
Employee rewards are an essential component of effective employee engagement
strategies. Rewards will improve motivation and performance of the team. They can
be financial, but also have other nature. Here are some examples:
-

Money incentive / bonus on salary
Safety bonuses
Company stocks / profit sharing policy
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-

Promotion in new / higher position inside the company
Offering work flexibility: on schedule, work from home, etc
Giving free vacations
Restaurant / food tickets
Offsite activities
Fun at work
...
Saying thank you!

When establishing your policy and process, you should consider that:
-

-

-

-

Reward should be aligned to the organisational values (Clearly identify
what you want to reward, such as individual or team performance,
effectiveness, etc.)
Reward should become part of the organisation's culture (Encourage
supervisors and peers to say thank you , informal recognition at meetings,
formal recognition programs, etc)
Determine the most effective types of recognition and reward.
(Recognition is as simple as saying thank-you or as elaborate as a formal
presentation at a company event and ask employees what kinds of rewards
they would appreciate (within the limits of your start-up budget)
Determine who should make the reward decision (implementation of an
evaluation process)

3.5 Practical activity: examples of team building activities
A good way of creating a propice working environment and building organisational
culture is the organisation of team building activities, which will encourage the team
to know better its individuals transversal skills and qualities, reinforce its
communication flows, while overcoming ludic challenges.
Here are some examples that can easily be implemented indoor or outdoor:
Activity 1.
A. Magic carpet:
Divide your team into 2 groups. Each one stands on a “magic carpet”. Ask them to
turn over the magic carpet they stand on. But be careful! Since the teams are flying
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over the carpet in the sky, they can’t leave the carpets, otherwise they would fall…
only cooperation will allow them to perform this challenge!
Solution: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mbsdg7TGzUk
Activity 2.
B. The Circular rope:
Form a large circle with a rope and place your team members all around it. Each
team member take the rope in its hands with interdiction to drop it. Then cover up
the eyes of the team members and bring them to the center of the circle, mix them
up until you create nodes with the rope, making people lose their orientation.
Finally, ask them to go back to their initial place and form again a perfect circle. They
will have to communicate hard to find their place back!
Activity 3.
C. Enterprise challenge:
Divide your team in several groups and challenge them to build a vessel to through
an egg from sky to ground without breaking it. You have on your table different
useless material that they can buy with a given budget. Make them bid to buy the
objects they consider more pertinent to build their vessel, and let’s see if they are
able, within their budget, to overcome the egg fall!

Chapter 4 – Communication within the team

Communication is the foundation of teamwork, and here we indicate several
reasons about the importance of communication in the company:
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Adaptability to changes. A good communication with partners and workers
allows the company to know the tendencies in the sector, the needs of the
clients and the own needs of the personnel of the company to continue
growing. All this allows the company, in an agile way, to adapt to changes.
Decision making. A correct flow of communication at work allows faster
decision making, unlike a rigid and poorly communicated business structure
that requires several and slow contacts to make decisions. And on many
occasions, time is money when we make decisions
Motivation. Keeping the team informed of the progress of the company, as
well as the decisions that are made and the path that will be taken helps
keep your staff motivated. Not only that, communicating successes and
failures with their possible solutions (you can ask your workers for help) will
allow you to be transparent and keep your team hyper motivated.
Commitment. In line with the previous point, to communicate all the actions
of the company, the results and the successes and failures, allows that your
employees feel uploaded to the boat and feel a strong commitment for the
company that encourages them to work to take the project forward.
Improve the corporate image. On the other hand, no less important, a
correct organisational communication allows your company to improve its
corporate image with respect to its main stakeholders such as customers and
suppliers offering data on the evolution of the company, the team that forms
the company, social initiatives, etc.
Communication skills

To be able to communicate effectively it is necessary to learn to listen to others
from their reality and not from yours. For this, you need to develop critical thinking
that will become the tool to understand the message that others want to transmit,
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taking into account who they are and thus be able to analyze and evaluate what
has been said with a broader perspective.
It is important to understand that healthy human relationships are those where
there is dialogue and discussion from the perspective we are mentioning in this
writing. That is, people who recognize that the important thing is not to impose,
but to understand and reach agreements.
Learning the discipline of teamwork implies for each person the availability of
transforming the bonds of competence through cooperative links that intensify
values such as solidarity, companionship, reflection, availability, kindness, but all
of them they require first of humility. Having a common address becomes an
indispensable condition for teamwork. Those who know where they are going and
what they want to achieve, are in a position to harmonize energies and avoid
wasting them.

4.1 Design a diagram of Communication Flow
Business Communication is an intangible asset; but it brings one of the highest
success rates to the Company, because it allows the organisation to "communicate"
internally and externally to develop its "social purpose".
The success of the Business Communication depends on the correct understanding
between the different parties, generating an achievement of the defined objectives;
Therefore, excellence in communication should be the goal of the entire
organisation. One of the initial task in the teamwork will be to decide which
communication flow most match your organisational culture. Here is an example of
diagram of communication flow:
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source:
http://open.lib.umn.edu/exploringbusiness/chapter/8-5communication-channels/
The few lines show the three directions in which communications can flow in a
typical organisation (Greenberg & Baron, 2008):
- Downward communication flows: from higher organisational levels
(supervisors) to lower organisational levels (subordinates).
- Upward communication flows: from lower to higher organisational levels.
- Lateral (or horizontal) communication flows: across the organisation, among
staff on the same level.
Advantages of Communication Flows
Each of these different directional flows has its functions and advantages.
Downward communication, for instance, is appropriate for giving instructions or
directions—telling people what to do. (As a goal of communication, by the way,
giving orders isn’t as one-sided as it may seem. One of the things that employees—
the receivers—most want to know is: What, exactly, does my job entail?) (Greenberg
& Baron, 2002) Like a sales report, upward communication usually provides
managers with information that they need for making decisions, but it’s also the
vehicle for new ideas, suggestions, and complaints. Horizontal
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communication supports efforts to coordinate tasks and otherwise help people
work together.
Disadvantages of Communication Flows
And, of course, each type of flow has its disadvantages. As information seeps
downward, for instance, it tends to lose some of its original clarity and often
becomes distorted or downright wrong. (This is especially true when it’s delivered
orally.) In addition, most people who are responsible for using downward
communication don’t like delivering bad news (such as “You’re fired” or, more
commonly, “Your job is being phased out”); as a result, bad news—including bad
news that happens to be important news—is often ignored or disguised. The same
thing may happen when bad news—say, a negative status report—must be sent
upward. Finally, while horizontal flows are valuable for promoting cooperation, they
can also be used to engage in conflict—for instance, between two departments
competing for the same organisational resources. The problem is especially bad
when such horizontal communications breach official upward or downward lines of
communication, thus bypassing managers who might be able to resolve the conflict.
Create a Communication Flows
You probably do not know where to start and your first need is to implement a series
of actions that initially improve communication in your company ... Is that so? Here
are the 10 basic actions to create a corporate communication plan. In addition, with
some tips that respond to how to improve communication in organisations:
1. Study the current communication
2. Analyse communication barriers
3. Define the objectives of communication in the company
4. Inform partners and workers that there is a communication plan
6. Concrete your target
5. Define communication typologies and assign objectives
7. Search and select the best communication tools
8. Plan communications
9.

Schedule communications

10. Create a responsible team
(note: You must know the budget and the resources that you have before making
your corporate communication plan.)
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Also, here you have some actions to improve communication at work:
-

Share your vision, mission and values with all employees
Provides training (workshop) on the communication plan
Adapts messages to recipients
Do not generate contradictory messages
Take care of internal communication as much as you do with external
communication
- Use good images, designs and copies
- Show passion in your messages
- Promote teamwork within the organisation
(Note: see practical activity about how create an internal communication plan)

4.2 Communication tools.
Internal communication is shared by people at all levels within a company, and to
include everything from formal e-mail and official reports to face-to-face
conversations or casual phone calls.

Here are listed some of the most efficient business Communications Tools, you can
decide which are the most useful to use in your enterprise:
-

Social Intranet
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An intranet is a private hub that can be accessed by any authorised users within an
organisation - it is mainly used for driving internal communication and collaboration.
Modern intranets are often built using content management systems as they are
easier for non-technical staff to manage. You might be interested in implementing
an intranet strategy if:
-

You and your employees find it difficult to stay up to date with company
announcements or news
If feels like there is a communication breakdown between departments and
employees
Important documents go missing or are lost in thousands of emails
Too much paperwork
No clear or standard orientation policy for new employees or interns
It's difficult to form cross functional teams to resource projectsç

-

Chat & Private Messaging
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Collaborative spaces which provide private/group messaging and chat functions are
often viewed as one of the best business communication tools to keep teams
working together. It’s an effective form of communication for busy employees and
managers. Instant messaging makes updates on projects and general team
discussion much easier.

This works well when employees or team members are spread across different
geographical locations and different time zones. Files can be shared and
conversations can be accessed if needed. Chat rooms and group messaging
environments may seem the same, but the interfaces are often very different.
-

Discussion Forums
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Although discussion forums may seem like old tech to some, it is still one of the
preferred communication business tools used today. A discussion forum can bring
together management and employees and allows for an open discussion on any
topic (usually set up and monitored/moderated). It can also help in knowledge
dissemination and bring the workforce together. Forums are also effective in
archiving organisational knowledge to be used by anyone as a reference. Employee
morale can also be boosted by participating in regular discussion forums.
-

Tracking & Case Software

An online help desk with a case tracking system enables employees and customers
to submit a case or support ticket. This allows it to be assigned to the right employee
and have it checked and resolved in time.

-Internal Blogs
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The internal blog is a place where employees can share ideas and experiences fast
and in an informal fashion. Internal blog advantages can include:
-

Broadcasting and highlighting an employee’s knowledge about a certain
topic or area
Creating a searchable and permanent archive, knowledge and expertise.
It keeps the staff up-to-date on important information and company updates

-

Focus Groups

Focus groups are a qualitative data collection method. That means the data is
descriptive and is not usually counted. Focus groups are often used as a follow-up
to a survey, to gain more in-depth reaction or explore survey themes. Focus groups
can also be used before you design and conduct a survey, to help you understand
the issues it will canvas.
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-

Storytelling

Today brands boost emotions and for that, many times, they resort to storytelling,
which is the technique of building a story, with certain stages and emphases that
allow a much stronger concept to be stored in the retina than a simple message.

This narrative technique can also be used in internal communication for the
commitment and belonging of partners and employees. An international history,
internal branding, the pride of being part of a start-up or the understanding of a new
package of compensations and benefits.
-

Survey

A survey is a brief interview or discussion with individuals about a specific topic. You
survey a specific group of people when you ask them a set of questions. Surveys help
you understand a group and situation before, during and after it participates in a
service or project. For example, a pre-programme survey can let you know the goals,
knowledge and needs of employees. Survey them again after each session, and at
the end and you can learn what’s changed, perhaps because of your programme.
The survey will also show what effect changes to the programme may have had.
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-

Non verbal communication

There are many ways that employees, co-workers and employers communicate both verbal and non-verbal ways. We all know how to talk to people in the
workplace, work but what are we saying with our non-verbal communication? It is
very important to pay close attention to the nonverbal communication cues that you
are sending out to those around you as well as what others are saying to you.

4.3 Practical activity
Activity 1.
A. The hot air balloon
A situation is proposed to the group:
"A meteorite falls in the ocean creating a giant wave that leaves all the continents
of the planet submerged.
However, you and five other people were flying over the Teide National Park in a
balloon. After a few hours, it starts to lose air but you see an island. The sea is full of
hungry sharks and the only way for the balloon to reach the island is to shoot one of
the occupants. "
A debate should be established to decide who is leaving the globe. Each of the
participants has an assigned role: a priest, a journalist of the pink press, a nurse, a
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political adviser, a teacher of primary education and a staff of the National Institute
of Statistics.
The premises must be fulfilled that: the only survivors and we must ensure the
continuation of the species; the decision must be made unanimously; none of the
participants can voluntarily leave the globe and all must present their arguments.
Through this test, the process of decision-making in the group and the
communication processes, as well as the analysis of the ability to put aid into
practice, equality. You can also see the initiative and leadership.
Activity 2.
B. The communicator.
You only need paper and pencil to test communication skills. One person in the
group makes a drawing, hidden for the others (it can be started with geometric
figures or simple lines). Then, try to instruct the rest to reproduce it on their papers
(eg "draw a rectangle on the right side of the page ..."). When finished, the original
is compared with the reproductions made. In general, the differences between the
different versions are so great that reflection is triggered about speaking, listening
and interpreting. The difficulty can be increased by doing the activity in another
language, prohibiting the questions, or replacing the drawing by a construction with
blocks that are assembled inside shoe boxes, to keep them out of sight of others.
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Chapter 5 – Implementation of the work within the team
1. Initiating
Process

Closing Process

4. Monitoring &
Controlling
Process

2. Planning
Process

3. Executing
Process

The process of implementing effective work within the team requires organisation
and leadership. Particularly in a small business, entrepreneurs will have an essential
role to play in order to define the different tasks to be done, and to distribute the
work among the team. Overall, it is fundamental to learn how to delegate, taking
advantage of the skills and knowledge of each one within the team.

This chapter has been divided in several seccion in order to help you in the
organisation and delegation of tasks within your start-up / micro-small business.

5.1 How to delegate work
Learning how to delegate is the key to leveraging yourself and multiplying your value
to your company. Delegation allows you to move from what you can do personally
to what you can manage.
Here are some of the main tips to delegate the right tasks to the right people:
Choose the right collaborator: use your knowledge of your team to take the
maximum benefits out of their skills and capacities. Picking the right person for a
task is essential to success. Also, match your requirements to the abilities of this
person, make sure that your collaborator is able of doing the task you want.
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Assign the tasks according to your confidence in your collaborator: for instance,
start asking smaller tasks to newcomer in your team to build their confidence and
competence.
Delegate the entire job: One hundred percent responsibility for a task is a major
performance motivator. The more often you assign responsibilities to the right
people, the more competent they become.
Be clear in your expected outcomes: Make them measurable. If you can’t measure
it, you can’t manage it. Explain what is to be done, how you think it should be done,
and the reasons for doing this job in the first place.
Propose participation and discussion: Invite questions and be open to suggestions.
There is a direct relationship between how much people are invited to talk about
the job and how much they understand it, accept it, and become committed to it.
The idea is to delegate the work in a way people feel involved, and responsible for
it.
Delegate authority: While delegating a task to a collaborator, give him authority
over the resources staff he will need to fulfill the responsibility. Be clear about the
time they have, the money they can spend, and the people they can call on to help
them to do the job.
Delegating is not an easy task. While you learn how to delegate effectively with a
few staff members, you will soon be given more people to delegate to, plus greater
responsibilities, as a result of your delegation and effective management skills.

5.2 Knowledge and results sharing
The access to knowledge and outcomes within your team will considerably increase
effectiveness in performing tasks. Collaborators should be able to find the relevant
information while completing tasks, not only relying on others, but also thanks to an
accessible stock of knowledge available for all. This will be a time saver while
implementing work, and help to overcome team members absence or departure.
According to Bukowitz and Williams (1999) successful explicit knowledge sharing is
determined by the following criteria:
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●
●
●
●

Articulation: The ability of the user to define what he needs.
Awareness: Awareness of the knowledge available.
Access: Access to the knowledge.
Guidance: Knowledge managers are often considered key in the build-up of
a knowledge sharing system. This is so as to avoid an information /
knowledge overload.
● Completeness: Access to both centrally managed and self-published
knowledge. Self-published information on the other hand runs the risk of not
being as reliable.
For small businesses, basic tools for knowledge / information sharing can be:
-

-

Common server / Dropbox / Drive / Cloud, or other files sharing space
allowing you to work on common documents, when needed. While choosing
a cloud provider, you should take care about the level of confidentiality it
offers you, according to the sensibility of information
Databases and CRM systems in order to register your contacts
Doodle, for meetings
Meetings

5.1. How to organise effective meetings

One of the main mean to organise the distribution of tasks within your team are
meetings. However, meeting can also be an important time waster if not prepared
and organised properly. If some of the recommendations below can appear basics,
they are also fundamental for an efficient and effective meeting. Also, you will learn
that meetings are an effective tool to get work done.
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Prepare or obtain a written agenda in advance: Send it to your collaborators and
ask them to prepare the meeting, providing them with relevant materials
(background information). The agenda should set a list of topics to be discussed. For
frequently held meeting, you might create a template.

Have an attendance list: choose the right people to attend the meeting, and make
sure that key participant confirm their participation. In a situation where the key
person is missing, no decision can be made. Also, it can be good to limit the number
of people attending the meeting for better quality of debates and foster
participation.

Manage the meeting by the clock: Watching the clock is important in an effective
meeting. When nobody takes charge of managing time, it is easy to become careless
and unfocused. Remember – when people attend a meeting they cannot do
anything else. Starting the meeting on time and ending on time (or a few minutes
early!) will enhance your performance and efficiency. If you are running a large or
complex meeting, consider asking a colleague to serve as time keeper.

Anticipate major decisions to be taken during the meeting: From time to time,
major decisions will be discussed in meetings. It could be a decision on which
projects to fund or which projects to cancel. For the cases, it could be good to talk
with people one-on-one before the meeting about the decision before the meeting
occurs. While time consuming, this approach increases your chances of success.

Take notes: Sending out meeting minutes, even a few paragraphs or bullet points,
is a best practice and ease the meeting follow-up. The key reason to take notes in a
meeting is to record any questions or assignments. Take notes in a paper notebook
rather than using a computer, tablet or other device. Even if you have fantastic
abilities to focus on the meeting, other people may assume that you are “catching
up on email” instead of paying attention to the meeting if you take notes on a
computer.
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Meeting follow-up: The art and science of follow up is vital professional habit and it
also matters in the context of meetings. When it comes to meeting tips, following
up in a timely basis is a great way to monitor the decision taken during the meeting.
For very important matters, make a note on your calendar or task management tool
of choice to continue following up until you reach a resolution.

5.3 Practical activity

The “Parking Lot” or how to manage off topic discussions
The “parking Lot” serves to keep the meeting focused on the stated agenda and
acknowledges important points raised by attendees.
Warning: this technique must be followed by a real follow-up effort in order to be
effective!!
As a meeting organizer, here are a few steps to use the parking lot concept.
1. At the beginning of the meeting, explain you expect everyone to focus their
discussions on the agenda. Further, explain that this rule will help the
meeting stay productive and end on time.
2. Keep the meeting agenda document in front of you as a guide.
3. Go through each agenda item
4. Monitor and contribute to the discussion
5. When someone raises an interesting point that does not relate to the
agenda, say the following: “Thank you for that point, Tim. However,
Microsoft Visual Studio tools go beyond the purpose of this meeting. Let me
write down that item in the parking lot and I will include it in the meeting
notes that I will send out by email so we can explore that point at the right
time.”

Chapter 6 – Cooperation with others
Business cooperation is one of the best strategic options to overcome limitations.
Through cooperation, companies achieve a larger operational size that is often
necessary to access certain projects, such as accessing the foreign market. Knowing
the different types of cooperation, their advantages and identifying the possibilities
that a company can have around to improve their competitiveness is now of utmost
importance in the development of the business strategy.
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Business cooperation allows companies, associations and groups to publicise their
product, services and trademarks to potential customers and consumers, thus
allowing them to approach a larger market through some of the actions that are
carried out throughout the year.
Among the advantages of collaborating are:
●
●
●
●

Increase your market share by impacting directly on your target audience
Reinforce your brand image
Difference from the competition
Its commercial name linked to the socio-economic development of the
municipality

6.1 Types of Cooperation.
The cooperation finds multiple fields of application and can be practically extended
to all the functional areas of the company, although the most strategic ones are
technology and production, commercial and marketing, and financial. These fields
of application are not exclusive, it is more usual to find cooperation agreements that
cover more than one functional activity.

Commercial Cooperation

One of the most recurrent aspects when establishing cooperation agreements is the
attempt to access new markets, access that is very difficult and expensive to
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undertake by start-ups individually. Through cooperation it can be achieved, either
in an integrated way, or with specific agreements for each issue:
• Information about the markets you want to access.
• Reduce the risks involved in "assault" to new markets.
• Penetrate in foreign markets, either through a joint action of national companies,
or through an agreement with a company in the country in question.
• Create a distribution network or take advantage of an existing company.
Among the main modes of commercial cooperation we can highlight:
• Grouping of exporters
• Cooperation in the provisioning
• Marketing cooperation
• Distribution agreements
• Consortium of companies for marketing
• Franchises
• Joint purchases
• Special consortia: as Temporary Business Unions (UTE) or Economic Interest
Groups
• Others: joint promotional actions, market studies, joint creation of commercial
networks, exchange of commercial information, cooperation in the after-sales
service, ...
Financial Cooperation

The difficulty of access to financing is one of the most frequent problems among
Start-ups, especially in the moments immediately after their creation or in periods
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of economic recession. Cooperation is one of the options that allows for greater and
better access to financing, through:
• The sharing of a series of financial resources to carry out a specific project.
• The distribution of risks in operations with high uncertainty (research, launch of
new products, etc.).
Some of the forms of financial cooperation are:
• Joint-ventures
• Venture Capital
• Leveraged buy-out (LBO)
• Financial intermediation companies
Technological and productive cooperation

In many cases we find that companies see their development as strangled due to
their scarce adaptation to market requirements. Currently, these are determined by
the flexibility and quality that can only be offered through the application of new
technologies to production processes.
On the other hand, Start-ups often can not do certain activities to escape their
scope, both by the magnitude of them and by the need to dominate some facet not
contemplated in the company. The cooperation with other companies allows, also
in these cases, to broaden the spectrum of possibilities of Start-ups , either by
contributing to the diversification of their production, or by contributing to the
increase of their productive capacity, by:
• Complementarity within a productive process, which allows to cover it in its
entirety or in a large part of it.
• Sharing of assets and / or "know-how" for the development of a productive
process.
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• Sharing of resources and risks in R&D activities.
The main cooperation modalities in technological aspects are the following:
• Research and Development (R&D)
• Access to technologies and know-how (or know-how of the company)
In the strictly productive sphere we can highlight the following cooperation
modalities:
•Outsourcing
• Spin Off
• Licenses

6.2 Looking for a partner
If you bet for the cooperation between companies you must take care of special way
the partner you choose for that adventure.
Since your correct choice depend, if not all, a good part of the success of the project.
An error in this process selection may endanger the development of the activity that
you intend and generate conflicts that always result unpleasant for both parties.
The most relevant aspects when it comes to select the most appropriate partner
for your intentions are: the profile of the company with which you intend to link, the
motivations that that company can have for the association, the compatibility future
organisational and style in the direction of each one.
But before it would be convenient that you know what is your profile as an
entrepreneur, as such way that your organisation and philosophy are compatible
and fit with your future partner.
You can find partners between companies with which you already have some kind
of relationship, how can they be suppliers or customers; these relations have in favor
the mutual knowledge, which usually generates a feeling of confidence that will
facilitate the future understanding. But there are also Support organisations that
have a series of instruments (databases, fairs, network of offices in other countries,
business meetings ...) especially intended for Search for partners and opportunities
deal.
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At European level, a key network to find your business partner will be the Enterprise
Europe Network (EEN), which helps businesses innovate and grow on an
international scale. It is the world's largest support network for small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) with international ambitions. The Network is active in more
than 60 countries worldwide. You can find more information about this network
here: https://een.ec.europa.eu/about/about
Once you identify your possible partners, you must start a process of selection
basically composed of two stages:
The first is the analysis of the data collected about potential partners, no need to
establish contact direct with them. And when it comes to establishing The filter
criteria you must take into account:
- The nature of the possible activity partner, who must be perfectly adapted to the
characteristics of the project and not enter into competition with him.
- The size of the company, which represents the capital, the turnover, the personnel,
investment in R&D, etc.
- The geographical situation, which may even give you the opportunity to enter other
markets more profitably.
The second stage will help you to enter direct contact with those responsible for the
selected companies and contrast the data that you have already obtained in the first
stage

6.3 Practical Activity
Activity 1
Planetary circles.
Divided into pairs, one of the members of the duo must be placed inside a circle that
we can define with a Hula Hoop. The game consists in that the participant that is
outside the circle has to throw small balls to him that the participant that is inside
the Hula Hoop will have to take if to leave this one. The couple that gets the most
balls will be the winner of the challenge. This motivating activity is good for the
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search of new partners, because with it the complicity and cooperation among them
is exercised.
Activity 2.
Groups of colors:
Before starting to collaborate in groups, they must acquire skills to effectively
establish the same groups and easily divide into subsets of people. In this game all
the participants are in a circle, close their eyes and the moderator places a sticker of
a color on their foreheads, so that each one is seated next to a partner with a
different color.
Without speaking and without looking at their own color, they will try to group
themselves with those others who wear the same color. This facilitates the
subdivision into groups by affinities or similarities spontaneously.

Chapter 7 - Useful tools
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/what-is-a-team-1919226
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/how-to-build-powerfully-successful-workteams-1918510
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/create-work-environment-for-employeeengagement-1917575
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/the-5-teams-that-every-organizationneeds-1918507
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/form-a-green-team-to-improve-your-workenvironment-1917976
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/employee-onboarding-positive-newemployee-experience-1918830
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/what-is-a-team-1919226
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/how-to-build-a-teamwork-culture-1918509
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/organizational-culture.html
https://www.inc.com/encyclopedia/corporate-culture.html
https://www.tutor2u.net/business/reference/models-of-organisational-culturehandy
https://www.shopify.com/encyclopedia/corporate-culture
http://www.rrgexec.com/rewarding-your-employees-15-examples-of-successfulincentives-in-the-corporate-world/
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http://open.lib.umn.edu/exploringbusiness/chapter/8-5-communicationchannels/
http://open.lib.umn.edu/exploringbusiness/chapter/8-5-communicationchannels/#frank-ch08_s05_s03_f01
https://www.elcomcms.com/resources/blog/communication-tools-used-inmodern-day-business
https://www.elcomcms.com/solutions/intranets
https://www.elcomcms.com/resources/blog/is-your-intranet-driving-internalcommunications
https://www.elcomcms.com/resources/blog/how-to-choose-the-best-contentmanagement-system
http://whatworks.org.nz/methods-tools-and-techniques/focus-groups/
http://whatworks.org.nz/case-studies/
http://whatworks.org.nz/learn-share/
http://whatworks.org.nz/frameworks-approaches/most-significant-change/
http://whatworks.org.nz/methods-tools-and-techniques/case-studies/
http://whatworks.org.nz/methods-tools-and-techniques/photo-voice/
http://betterevaluation.org/evaluation-options/stories
https://explorable.com/population-sampling
http://www.workplace-communication.com/nonverbal-communicationarticle.html
http://projectmanagementhacks.com/meeting-tips/
http://career.managertools.com/2007/11/how-to-prewire-a-meeting
https://www.knowledge-management-tools.net/knowledge-sharing.html
https://www.knowledge-management-tools.net/different-types-ofknowledge.html
https://www.briantracy.com/blog/leadership-success/how-to-delegate-the-righttasks-to-the-right-people-effective-management-skills-for-leadership-success/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SibhtyuSh3M
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/cooperation.html
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/sharing-economy.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/middleman.asp

Chapter 8 - Module assessment
1. A team is “A group of people with a full set of complementary skills required
to complete a task, job, or project.
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T

F

2. Which are some of significant advantages of teamwork? (multiple choice)
a)
b)
c)
d)

More motivation.
Inflexibility
More creativity.
Worst results.

3. What kind of organizational culture does your company have? Why did you
choose it? Knowing the others organizational culture, do you think that you
chose the most adequate for your enterprise? (Free answer)
4. The success of the Business Communication depends on the correct
understanding between the different parties, generating an achievement of
the defined objectives.
T

F

5. Design your own communication flow (Free answer)
6. Some of the most efficient business Communications Tools are: (multiple
choise)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Focus Group
Discussion Forums
Bilateral interviews
Social intranet
Impersonal emails

7. Is not important to pay close attention to the nonverbal communication cues
that you are sending out.
T

F
8. Some of the tips to delegate work are: (multiple choice)
a) Choose the right collaborator
b) Do all the work by yourself
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c) Don’t delegate authority
d) Be clear in your expected outcomes
9. Are you delegating with effective results? (Free answer)
If not, what are you doing wrong?
If yes, what is the best tip are you using?
10. One of the main mean to organise the distribution of tasks within your team
are meetings
T

F

ANSWERS
1-T
2- a-c
4-T
6-a-b-d
7-F
8 – a-d
10-T
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MODULE 3- FINANCIAL AND ECONOMY LITERACY
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1. Competence Profile
Good financial management is critical to the success of any business. How efficiently
a business is at sourcing funds at the lowest cost, controlling the company's cost of
capital and speed of its cash conversion cycle will impact on firm’s overall profitability.
There are three core elements of financial management:
•
•
•

Liquidity management and cash flow management.
Asset acquisition – which directs the long term course of business.
Working capital - funding, capital structure and cost of funding

The financial planning should outline the proposed financial development using
liquidity and profitability plan (on a monthly basis in the first year, on a quarterly basis
in the second year and on a yearly basis as of the third year). The financial
requirements and concept should also be set out.
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2. Learning Objectives
Financial management is one of the most important responsibilities of owners and
business managers. The activities of every aspect of a business have an impact on
the company's financial performance and must be evaluated and controlled by the
business owner. Therefore, they have to know the fundamental circumstances and
processes of the economic and financial sector.
Most companies experience losses and negative cash flows during their startup
period. Financial management is extremely important. Managers must make sure
that they have enough cash on hand to pay employees and suppliers even though
they have more money going out than coming in during the early months of the
business. This means the owner must make financial projections of these negative
cash flows so he has some idea how much capital will be needed to fund the business
until it becomes profitable and where the money can be acquired from.
As a business grows and matures, it will need more cash to finance its growth.
Planning and budgeting for these financial needs is crucial.
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3. Training Priorities
For an undertaking to be successfull, it is essential to have a well-conceived financial
plan based on realistic assumptions.
Based on a sales plan entrepreneurs can estimate how many products will be sold
within certain periods of time.
To master this task it is crucial to differentiate between cash inflow and outflow,
expenses and income, as well as costs and earnings. To all intents and purposes, cash
inflow and outflow are the actual inflow and outflow of capital (cash or account) at
the company within the relevant period. Expenses and income additionally include
demands for payment or liabilities based on contractual obligations. Costs and
earnings, by contrast, are dimensions related to a certain period that influence the
business results and therefore decrease or increase profit.
Another main dimension is not to just increase the knowledge about financial
matters, but to encourage a responsible mindset towards finances. This is especially
important while handeling some sort of credit or other liabilities, which applies to
nearly all startups.
Dimension

Learning Outcomes

Knowledge

•Saving and Spending – distinguishing needs from wants, knowing
how savings can help in achieving goals, options for saving,
barriers to saving and overcoming these barriers; reinvesting
money
•Planning and Budgeting - the skill of developing a business plan.
• Life-Cycle Model and use of capital, stages of a company
•Choosing the right legal form for the organisation
•Informed decision-making – involves knowing where to seek
information and knowing the consequences of actions.
•Earning money – financial planning, sales plan, acquisition.
•Managing money - ability to save and spend, practicing the habit
of planning and budgeting and acting upon those plans. Knowing
taxation and other legal circumstances.
•Investing Money – exploring options of investing money
•Understanding cost of borrowing – knowing options for credit
and understanding the consequences

Skills
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Attitude

Behavior

•Attaining a long-term focus or view into the future –
reflecting/considering actions and having sensitivity to risk
•Having a sense of responsibility towards others; sense of
empathy and compassion
•Passion for the projects that one is involved in, as well as passion
towards the companies’ self-development
•Enacting habits of saving, budgeting and prioritizing
•Exhibiting entrepreneurial behavior and work ethic – making
responsible choices
•Demonstrating charitable, empathetic and compassionate
behavior
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4. Module structure
Chapter 1 Introduction

Definition of financial and economic literacy: (source: OECD)
Financial literacy
is knowledge and understanding of financial concepts and risks, and the skills,
motivation and confidence to apply such knowledge and understanding in order to
make effective decisions across a range of financial contexts, to improve the
financial well-being of individuals and society, and to enable participation in
economic life. (OECD)
These are the prerequesits entepreneurs have to master when they decide to
establish a lasting business. They have to understand every aspect of their business,
must be able to explain it to potential stakeholders and they have to make the right
conclusions about the processes and structurs of their businnes if something in this
system changens. Precise planing, risk calculation, market analysis and a responsible
attitude towards financial matters are the fundament of every business. Also must
an entrepreneur understand basic economic principles to make the right decisions
at the right time. In summary, a startup can be seen as a closed system with own
dynamics. A sustainable business system has successfully establishes working
processes with its surrounding economic environment. To create these processes,
entrepreneurs need to know their system and its environment perfectly. The
quintessence of these information is summed up in the business - plan that is why
the chapters are structured as the basic steps of a business plan.

Chapter 2 Goals

Drawing upon the above definitions, we herein define financial and economic
literacy as the combination of knowledge, skills, attitudes and behaviors that
companies need to make sound and responsible financial and economic decisions,
suited to their circumstances, in order to improve themselves. (GB).
At the end of this module, learners will be able to:
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•
•
➢
➢
•
•
•

Use basic economic and financial terms
understand important economic concepts and basic financial strategies.
Judge what to use the companies’ budget for (e.g. value-creating activity)
estimate simple and complex cash-flow needs and plan for long-term
sustainability.
identify different types of income, types of businesses (profit, non-profit,
etc.) and types of funding, identify the most fitting and apply for it.
outline the importance of taxation
estimate tax requirements for their business (also abroad) and make fitting
financial decisions.

Chapter 3 Customer needs, market and competition
3.1 Customers needs
With their products, companies address the specific need of their customers. In the context
of innovative undertakings, needs are often described as customer problems or “customer
jobs”. For a service, or product, to be offered there must always be a need in the market. If
no such need exists, not even a latent one, then no product can be offered. This is described
by the expression “solution in search of a problem”. Entrepreneurial teams should always
be able to identify a core problem for their business product. An example of this is mobility:
For the core problem of how to get from A to B, there are numerous alternatives (train, bus,
plane, etc.), which can be combined in an overall problem solution. When “consuming” the
solution to a problem, the customer will experience additional problems, e.g. low budget,
speed, availability of the retrospective means of transportation, etc. The customer will make
a subjective decision in favour of the combination of solutions he or she finds best. This type
of market study is known as bottom-up analysis. Based on the supplementary needs of all
potential customers who have a relevant problem, a market may be segmented.
Segmentation of target customers permits marketing strategies to be more efficient and
thus for individual needs to be met more efficiently. In addition, segmentation is vital in
order to find a focus for the business at the earliest possible stage, since the company will
not be able to serve the entire market from the beginning.
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3.2 Market
A market study that uses the total market in the form of market volume, market potential
and predicted market growth to identify a specific customer is called a top-down analysis.
All customers with a similar core problem represent the total market of the company. At
this point, it is also advisable to look into current industry trends.
The diffusion of innovation in certain markets is often discussed based on the InnovationDiffusion curve developed by Rogers. The bell shaped curve (see chart) illustrates the
willingness to absorb an innovation. Accordingly, only a small amount of people are
particular open for new products and therefore promote the establishment of new product
on the market. These people are followed by an increasing number of early adopters, which
promote diffusion on the market. If the product succeeds in passing the group of early
adopters, the penetration of the mass market begins. However, to overcome the barrier to
the mass market a substantial amount of effort is needed, which can be traced back to the
existing market participants. Finally, people which block out innovation are referred to as
laggards.
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Checklist
•
•
•
•
•
•

What customer problem/ need is addressed by the proposed product?
What makes up the individual customer segments?
Do reference customers have already been identified?
How is the total market defined?
How big are the turnover and the market share?
Have industry trends been considered?

3.3 Competitors and unique position
A competitive analysis is used as a comparison with relevant competitors. No
solution is free of competitive alternatives. Often customers themselves are the
most challenging competitors to a company’s products and services, because if they
cannot find an adequate solution in the market and the need is urgent, they will
develop their own solution. The comparison performed as part of a competitive
analysis should concentrate on the factors relevant to competition in the market.
Aspects such as company size, turnover, market share, growth, product lines, target
customers and sales channels are also highly relevant factors for analysis. From the
customer’s subjective viewpoint, a successful company generates a more efficient
or effective solution compared with previous solutions. The product provides the
customer with a specific benefit which may, for example, save time, reduce costs,
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improve quality, or be simply unique. A competitive analysis is also necessary
because it documents the strengths and weaknesses of the competition and relates
them to one’s own business concept. The innovation inherent in a product is a
company-specific competitive advantage if the product cannot, or can only slowly
be substituted by the competition. Readers of a business plan must be convinced
that the new product offers customers a unique benefit. Therefore, the competitive
analysis should be used to infer the unique selling proposition. This may, for
example, be a quality improvement, a lower price or an increase in efficiency due to
technological advances.
Checklist
• Who are the major competitors?
• What competitive products or substitutes exist?
• What are the future expectations regarding the market success of these
products (market trends)?
• What strengths and weaknesses do they have?
• What weaknesses does the innovator company have versus its major
competitor?
• What advantages does the proposed product offer, compared with existing
products?

3.4 Practical activities: Customer interviews
Data is essential to define the needs of customers. One of the most efficient
methods to gather data is the interview with potential customers. Define an
interview guide and use it to interview each other or even better, people on the
street.
You are free to define about what you want to define as relevant data.
Talk about the feedback and data you gathered and how you would proceed to
create a product, service or solution
Create also a best practice document on how to interview people properly.
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Chapter 4 Funding and finances
4.1 Finance planning

For an undertaking to be successful, it is essential to have a well-conceived financial
plan. This helps to determine the capital requirements, which are based on the
assumptions for the development of the undertaking. Investors will use the financial
planning information to decide whether or not the undertaking meets their financial
demands. The better the presentation of the undertaking to investors, the easier it
will be to solicit another round of financing.
In this context, it is often essential to have a financial plan based on realistic
assumptions. A sales plan helps an entrepreneur to estimate how many products
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will be sold within a certain period of time. A sales forecast can then be made, in
which the sold quantity is multiplied by the price fixed in the marketing mix: price x
quantity.).
The sales forecast is the basis for the production plan, which addresses the
operations, timing and quantities involved in product manufacture.
The procurement plan results from the sales and production plans and defines the
type and quantity of the fixed and working assets needed to achieve the planned
sales.
At this point, the organisational structure has to be considered, since it includes the
allocation of human resources as well as relationships with suppliers. These valuecreation-based assumptions and parameters are used in the three following tools of
the monetary finance plan: cash flow (liquidity plan), statement of earnings (also
known as profit and loss account) and the balance sheet.
Please note that there are various procedures for ascertaining the numbers. To
understand the various concepts, it is crucial to differentiate between cash inflow
and outflow, expenses and income, as well as costs and earnings. To all intents and
purposes, cash inflow and outflow are the actual inflow and outflow of capital (cash
or account) at the company within the relevant period. Expenses and income
additionally include demands for payment or liabilities based on contractual
obligations. Costs and earnings, by contrast, are dimensions related to a certain
period that influence the business results and therefore decrease or increase profit.
Based on the methodology of the statement of earnings, the indirect method for
ascertaining the central parameter in the early development phase of an
undertaking is presented below: cumulative cash flow.
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Checklist:
• What assumptions are made in a financial plan?
• What capital does the company need until the break-even point is reached
and exceeded?
• Has financial planning been undertaken with regard to various scenarios?
• Where will the required capital come from?
• What return can investors expect?
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4.2 Financing and Start-up stages
Development capital is needed at different stages of the startup in order to be able
to progress from the idea stage to an operating company. This chapter will therefore
give an introduction into the different financing options and explain when they are
predominantly employed. It is helpful to use a life-cycle model to demonstrate the
points in time at which capital is typically used.
Life-cycle model and use of capital

In the Seed stage, companies primarily focus on employing their own capital or
subsidies to generate money for their startups. This has the benefit that money can
be generated most of the time without surrendering ownership shares. The process
of utilizing only money from family and friends as well as using subsidies is
commonly referred to as “bootstrapping”. Bootstrapping is a popular way for a
venture to test the idea of the business. Other options for generating capital in the
early stages include business angels or funds. Although both of these options imply
that equity shares have to be surrendered, they may also entail professional
coaching and networks from the fund or business angel. Consequently, it may be
beneficial to have someone on board who has a wide range of contacts and excellent
management expertise to help the start-up hit the ground running. There are several
funds which specialize in investing into the seed stage of start-ups. However, the
process of obtaining fund investment in the seed stage is usually extensive.

Typically the application process includes that the start-up has to apply to the fund
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either with a business plan or a conclusive pitch deck. After an initial review of the
BP or pitch deck the fund will decide if the idea is still of interest to them. Upon
positive review the start-up will be able to hold a personal meeting with the fund so
that both parties are able to get to know each other. In a next step the fund will send
the term sheet to the venture which contains the conditions of the fund for an
investment. As soon as the terms are accepted and returned, the fund will start with
a thorough due-diligence of the proposed investment idea. During the detailed duediligence the founders have to pitch their idea in front of an investment committee.
Once the committee accepts the participation proposal, conformation of the
investment commitment will be send out immediately.

In the Start-up stage, ventures are often financed by venture capital. However, it is
important to keep in mind that the average venture capital investor expects an
annual return of about 30% from the start-up on his investment. Thus, the start-up
must show significant scalability in order to be able to attract venture capital. As in
the Seed phase, equity and subsidies are also regularly used.
In the Expansion and Later stage, capital is often generated by surrendering equity
shares to investors in return for capital. Furthermore, loan and leasing models
become more attractive in these stages as a number of start-ups begin to generate
profits, which gives the banks an incentive to offer better credit deals.
However, the life-cycle model is only a simplified model to show the different capital
options and when they are predominantly used. In reality, no such generalization is
possible as every venture is diverse. For this reason, each individual venture must
evaluate the best possible time for raising capital and the most appropriate method
for this.

4.3 Opportunities and risk
New business development projects – especially new business ideas with a strong
growth potential – are always subject to risk due to uncertain components in the
development of a business. An honest and comprehensive review of the risks in the
business plan will show potential investors that the business concept is wellconceived. If the risks are omitted or only some of them are mentioned, potential
investors will assume that the business idea or the set-up of the business has been
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presented in an overly optimistic way. Although all risks have to be disclosed, they
should not outweigh the opportunities discussed previously in the business plan:
There is something amiss with a business idea if it has more risks than opportunities.

Basically, opportunities and risks exist within the company itself and in its market
environment. The introductory statements of the business plan should demonstrate
the potential of the business idea. Therefore, a detailed, redundant presentation of
opportunities should be avoided. Instead, the key opportunities offered by the
business model should be elaborated and summarised, with risks and possible
counter-measures addressed thereafter.
Risks may occur with respect to personnel, suppliers and partners as well as outlets
and demand. For example, key positions may not be filled, there may be supply
shortages, or a major customer may go bankrupt.
The financial plan also bears risks. Take liquidity maintenance for example, which
should be particularly safeguarded by the company. Furthermore, the feasibility of
a business concept is also associated with certain risks. Risk evaluation is based on
budget figures and assumptions and should therefore consider a number of
scenarios. In addition, the risk analysis should be supplemented by probabilities of
occurrence.
The dynamic implementation of a business concept means that risks must be
continually re-evaluated and new risks promptly identified. Subsequently, possible
counter-measures should be established for the aforementioned risks, providing
solutions for potential problems. In this way, the readers of the business plan will
see that the subject of “risk management” has been integrated into the
development of the business, meaning that risks will not only be identified, but also
controlled.

4.4 Practical activity
Share you experience about financial mistakes and create your top 10 Dos and
Don’ts concerning financial and economic decisions in your company.
10 Dos
10 Don’ts
1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4
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5
6
7
8
9
10

5
6
7
8
9
10

Checklist
• What extraordinary prospects and business opportunities are there for the
company?
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•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the most important problems that may prevent the business idea
from developing positively?
What measures will be taken to safeguard the risks?
What is the plan for the next three business years based on various
scenarios?
What consequences will that have on capital requirements and the rate of
return?
What are the consequences for business planning?
What sensitivities are there regarding critical success factors?

Chapter 5 Accounting and taxation, legal, ethics
5.1 Accounting and taxation
Managing liquidity is crucial for every venture: even if a venture has a successful
business model, it will have to declare bankruptcy if it cannot meet its obligations.
For this reason, it is essential for every venture to perform appropriated accounting
to ensure that the venture knows its liquidity position. Accounting is also needed to
determine the profit base from which taxes are calculated. Accordingly, this chapter
will give a basic introduction into accounting and taxation of ventures in order to
help entrepreneurs implement these topics. With regards to accounting, it is
important to be familiar with the three different main financial statements:
1. Income Statement
2. Balance Sheet
3. Cash-flow Statement
As the introduction into all three statements was already presented on the financial
planning card, this card will primarily focus on the implementation and the
associated software to support the accounting process.

In general, there are two techniques of performing accounting from which a venture
can chose from. A venture has the choice of either performing so-called single entry
bookkeeping or double entry bookkeeping. Whereas single entry bookkeeping is
easier to use as it lists all revenues and expense in one general ledger, it quickly
grows too complex.
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Accordingly, the majority of all companies use the so-called double entry
bookkeeping system. Double entry bookkeeping ensures that every transaction of
your start-up affects the asset as well as the liability side of the accounts. This has
as an implication that every transaction affects the respective accounts twice, hence
the
name
of
double
entry
bookkeeping.
So that when your company decides to buy a new laptop for 1000 Euro, this will
reduce your cash in the bank by 1000 Euro. Yet on the other hand your assets
increase by 1000 Euros as you now own the laptop. So the double entry bookkeeping
ensures that your bank account deceases by 1000 Euro, whereas your office supplies
increase by exactly 1000 Euro through the purchase.
To perform the double entry bookkeeping it is recommended to use an accounting
tool which helps the venture in keeping the books. As in the early stages the
experience of the users in accounting is usually low and the evaluation options of
the tool do not need to be manifold the recommendation is to implement a simple
accounting tool which fulfills the basic requirements of accounting. By using a
software based accounting tool the accuracy as well as the speed of accounting can
be increased. Additional help can be provided by accounting and tax experts which
can assist in implementing an accounting system which is especially suitable for your
venture. Performing accounting is also required by law as the tax which has to be
paid is determined by accounted profit.
Thus, accounting and taxation are closely related. Furthermore, like accounting,
taxation is often a topic that entrepreneurs are not very comfortable with as there
are a variety of taxes which have to be considered. The corporation tax has to be
paid by all corporations irrespective of the amount of profit. However, the trade tax
is different depending on the location of the corporation. Thus, location can affect
the amount of taxes which have to be paid by a corporation and therefore should
be chosen wisely.
Next to the location of the venture the legal structure of the venture also plays an
important role in determining the amount of tax which has to be paid. In Germany,
the most common legal entities are the Gesellschaft bürgerlichen Rechts (GBR),
Unternehmensgesellschaft (UG), Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung (GmbH),
Offene Handelsgesellschaft (OHG), Kommanditgesellschaft (KG) and the
Aktiengesellschaft (AG).
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The liability of the shareholders and the taxation differ depending on the choice of
legal entity. The main differences regarding taxation between individual companies/
partnerships and corporations are shown in the table below:

Accordingly, the amount of taxation is influenced as early as the choice of legal
entity. For this reason, it may be beneficial to consult an auditing and tax
consultancy company in order to minimize the taxes your venture is going to face.

5.2 Legal
When launching a start-up the founder faces many legal challenges in which he
presumably does not have a wealth of experience in. However, legal aspects
influence the success of the start-up from the formation phase onwards. To avoid
disagreements between the founders it is recommended to draw up a shareholder
agreement which covers the rights, duties and the privileges of each individual
shareholder. As start-ups generally have to raise extern financing at some point, this
process should also be considered in the shareholder agreement. Therefore, the
shareholder agreement should already set the framework of how to proceed in the
case of selling equity shares to business angels or other investors. Often the socalled “drag-along” or “tag-along” terms are incorporated into the shareholder
agreement to give some protection to the shareholders. The drag-along clause, for
example, protects the majority holder against minority holdings who do not want to
sell their shares in case of an exit offer. In this case the drag-along clause obliges the
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minority holder to sell at the same point in time and to the same conditions as the
majority holder. This protects the majority shareholder against unpleasant obstacles
which could reduce the selling price.

As seen on the accounting& tax card in Germany there are a wide range of legal
entities a start-up can chose from. However, the choice of legal entity not only
influences the taxes which have to be paid but importantly also the personal liability
of each shareholder. Here it is of great importance for the shareholder to know how
the choice of legal entity affects his personal liability. Personal liability means that
the shareholder is liable for all the company debts with his own capital (house, car,
etc.). Thus from a certain point in time it is important to choose the right legal entity
to avoid personal liability in case of default.
Furthermore, the hiring of initial employees also includes many legal aspects which
have to be considered in the formation of the start-up. What many start-ups do not
know is that when hiring less than 10 employees the German law does not protect
the employees with the dismissal act. This has the implication that as long as startups do not exceed this threshold employees can be dismissed with less legal aspects
to consider. Besides, when personal data ventures have to be familiar with data
protection. Here it is important to mention that noncompliance of the privacy policy
laws can have big impact on the venture. Accordingly, it is recommended to consult
a legal expert when drawing up private policy for the venture. Last but not least,
Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) play an essential role to assure the inventor, that
only he is able to use his innovation over a certain timeframe. This is because IPRs
give the inventor a degree of protection so that his product cannot be copied easily.
German law provides inventors with many ways of protecting their innovation
against imitation. These include patents, trademarks, utility model protection,
variety protection, copyrights, topography and registered designs. Due to the variety
of IPRs, it is often difficult for the investor to choose the right IPRs to protect his
innovation. The table below gives an indication what part of the innovation can be
protected by the aforementioned IPRs and the maximum protection period for
which the patent is usually granted.
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Source: Gassmann & Bader (2006)

However, certain criteria must be met before IPRs are granted. For example, in
Germany an innovation must show novelty, inventive activity, must be capable of
use in industrial application and must be of a technical nature. A patent will be
granted only if all these criteria are fulfilled. However, the patent is merely granted
for the region where it was registered. If the inventor wishes to protect his
innovation in several countries, he can then add additional countries, the whole of
the EU (EU Patent) or even apply for a World Patent (WO Patent). The invention is
protected from imitations only in the countries for which the patent has been
granted. Nevertheless, it is important to consider that with increased country
coverage, both the patent application process and the patent in itself become more
expensive.

5.3 Economical ethics
(http://open.lib.umn.edu/exploringbusiness/chapter/2-2-the-individual-approachto-ethics/ )
Businesspeople face two types of ethical challenges: ethical dilemmas and ethical
decisions. An ethical dilemma is a morally problematic situation in which you must
choose between two or more alternatives that aren’t equally acceptable to different
groups. Such a dilemma is often characterized as a “right-versus-right” decision and
is usually solved in a series of five steps:
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An ethical decision entails a “right-versus-wrong” decision—one in which there’s a
right (ethical) choice and a wrong (unethical or downright illegal) choice. When you
make a decision that’s unmistakably unethical or illegal, you’ve committed an
ethical lapse. If you’re presented with what appears to be an ethical decision, asking
yourself the following questions will improve your odds of making an ethical choice:
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If you answer yes to any one of these five questions, you’re probably about to do
something that you shouldn’t.
Like our five questions, some ethical problems are fairly straightforward. Others,
unfortunately, are more complicated, but it will help to think of our five-question
test as a set of signals that will warn you that you’re facing a particularly tough
decision—that you should think carefully about it and perhaps consult someone
else. The situation is like approaching a traffic light. Red and green lights are easy;
you know what they mean and exactly what to do. Yellow lights are trickier. Before
you decide which pedal to hit, try posing our five questions. If you get a single yes,
you’ll be much better off hitting the brake (Online Ethics Center for Engineering and
Science, 2006).

5.4 Practical Activity
Tragedy of commons - Instructions for the game management
The scenario

The participants play the crews of five fishing boats. All boats catch fish from the
same stock. Fishing is the only source of income for the crews. All crews want to
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catch as much as possible in the long run. However, they must adhere to a quota;
each boat may fish a maximum of 15 percent of the stock.
Required materials
- a copy of the game instructions for each group
- PC/laptop or calculator to perform percentage calculations
- Blackboard, poster, smartboard or PC with beamer to announce results
Execution of the game
Game preparation
1. prepare the blackboard/poster for the results (cover if necessary until the
start of the game)
2. prepare PC/laptop or calculator for calculations
3. scenario and rules of the game will be announced.
4. each group will receive a game manual.
5. clarify questions
6. the crews are requested to give their boat a name.
7. the fish stock at the beginning is announced: 100 tons (can be changed if
necessary, e.g. 1.000 tons)
8. start of the round (the fishing season): the crews determine their catch
quota. The reflection period is limited (about one minute).
9. the game management asks for the values of the groups and calculates the
results (see table at the end of this hand). The fish stock recovers and
increases by 30 percent (multiply total by 1.3).
10. All values are announced to all groups or noted in a clearly visible way.
11. the next round begins.
The game management decides after how many rounds the game is stopped. It takes
several rounds until the development of the fish stocks is foreseeable. The game can
be ended as follows:
- If the stocks are fished empty very quickly, one or two more rounds should be
played to explain the consequences to the participants: Nobody makes any catches
worth mentioning.
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- If the entire group develops a game strategy that preserves fish stocks over the
long term, the game can be abandoned.

Evaluation
Finally, a joint evaluation must be carried out. The different behaviour of the boat
crews will be discussed: Which strategies lead individual teams to success in a single
game? What would make more sense in the long run and for everyone?

Frequent game progressions:
- Normally, one or two groups will decide to make large catches right at the
beginning of the game. This reduces the fish stock, so that all teams get less yield.
- If agreements are allowed, there are usually attempts to regulate catches in such
a way as to conserve stocks. Normally, these attempts fail - either because individual
teams do not adhere to them or because the group misjudges the maximum possible
catch.

Chapter 6 Module assessment

True/ false questions
1) Cost calculation is a primary source of internal information
True ⃝
False ⃝
2) A top-down analysis is a market-study considering market volume as well as
market potential and predicted market growth (t)
True ⃝
False ⃝
3) The cumulated cash flow is not based on the methodology of the statement
of earnings (f)
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True ⃝
False ⃝
4) The balance sheet is one of tool of the monetary finance plan (t)
True ⃝
False ⃝

Solutions
Statement n°

TRUE

1

FALSE
x

2

x

3

x

4

x

Multiple choice (multiple answers can be possible):
1)
A.
B.
C.

The core elements of a financial planning are: (ABC)
Liquidity management
Asset acquisition
Working capital

2) Financial development during the first year should be outlined on a … basis.
(A)
A. Monthly
B. Quarterly
C. Yearly
3) The analysis of the innovation-diffusion curve by Rogers shows… (AB)
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A. A high willingness to absorb innovation
B. openness for new products
C. an increasing number of part-time employees
4) The annual return capital investors usually expect in the start-up stage phase
is a rate of (B)
A. 15 %
B. 30 %
C. 45 %
D.
Solutions
Statement n°

Correct

1

A,B,C

2

A

3

A,B

4

B
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MODULE 4 – LEADERSHIP AND INITIATIVE
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1. Competence profile
Leadership can be considered as an ability that an individual has; some people are
born leaders while others must work extremely hard to gain some of these traits and
skills. Leadership is something very hard to define, however, it is sometimes
described as the ability to motivate others to improve as well as having the ability
to adapt to every situation and adjusting.
Initiative is described as those who initiate something and is usually used in business
terms to describe someone who is capable of deciding what do to, when to do it,
completely independently. It is strongly believed that you cannot be a leader if you
do not have initiative.
Leadership and initiative are extremely important and are applied throughout a
business. Leadership is usually conducted by the ‘leader’ of the business and it helps
others find a way or find a motive to carry on working hard. However, anyone in the
business can demonstrate leadership traits. Acts such as helping others or even just
motivating a co-worker to get work done quicker are in their own way a leadership
act.
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2. Learning objectives
Leadership and initiative main learning objectives will include:
-

-

-

-

-

-

Acquiring and developing critical thinking skills: in order to effectively lead or
take the initiative it is necessary to be able to critically see the situation, as it
will allow to take a more thoughtful choice.
Use a process of decision making: when you are responsible of other people
as leader, it is not enough to just choose; there has to be a logical reason
behind the choices you make. For this reason, learning how to use a decisionmaking process will allow you to make more educated choices.
Be aware of all the leadership theories: there is no single path for leaders;
the best way to lead depends on many variables, and what is better for one
organisation may be catastrophic for another; furthermore, along time the
situation of an organisation may force to use a different leadership mode.
For this reason, it is important to know the main leadership theories.
Understand the importance of diversity and how they can affect leadership
and initiative decisions: diversity of culture, thinking, moral, values… can
affect the way people under your leadership see you. It is important to
consider that no one is the same and you cannot expect them to think the
same way you do; no one wants a leader who is not able to understand
different points of view.
Understand the importance of owning self-confidence: if a leader or an
initiator does not trust in the decisions or choices made, how is the rest going
to? Owning self-confidence is vital in order to propitiate receiving another
peoples’ trust.
Understand that being a leader or an initiator is not only a position, it is a
way of behaving and thinking. If you do not own it, you will not effectively be
a leader, and your initiatives will not stick.
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3. Training priorities
According to research conducted by a number of articles, there is not only one
correct way to train people to gain leadership insights, but it is more dependent on
the situation. In start-ups, one way to make sure individuals develop leadership
traits would be to coach the employees. This is important because in a start-up, it is
likely that the employees are recent graduates with little experience, so it is
important that they have appropriate coaching.
The term coaching in this situation refers to mentoring/helping employees gain
confidence, knowledge and awareness of workplace situations. Further training that
could take place to help employees gain some insight into leadership could be
exposing them to new responsibilities. This can be a good way to train individuals as
it makes them work independently and come up with solutions in their own way, a
key element for leadership. An example of how this could be done is through the
presentation of new challenging responsibilities that have more importance to the
business compared to their normal tasks (however, this depends on the confidence
you have in the individual).
So, based on this theory, having new responsibilities helps thinking and confidence
skills grow within people; an exercise that could be developed involves job rotation.
For example, giving the employees the ability to switch roles on a daily basis to try
new roles and gain a better understanding of the whole organization, as well as
interact with different people which helps boost their confidence. Ultimately, job
rotation allows people to gain experience out of their “comfort zone” and explore
challenging territory, which again leads to a growth of confidence to then develop
leadership characteristics.
To conclude, leadership is something that can be hard to teach as some leadership
traits are more of a characteristic. Having said this, aspects such as the ability to
think objectively, confidence and communication skills - which are all vital for a
leadership role - can be worked on and improved.
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4. Module structure
Chapter 1 - Introduction
No matter what aspect of your life you analyse, if there is a group of people involved
it is more than probable that there is a leader in the house. Leadership is an essential
trait in every part of life, and of course, that is translated to the business world in
general, and start-ups in particular.
In order to be successful as a start-up, it is not enough to have great ideas and a
great team; you also need to be a great team captain; being able to lead and take
the initiative when making a choice or turning a new leaf is what differentiates great
teams that sink from great teams that go one step ahead.
During this module, we will see the importance of leadership and initiative, and how
to cultivate these competences in order to ensure they add something positive to
your start-up and your team. We will learn not only what these concepts are, but
the main benefits they can provide you as a person and how they can be adapted to
each start-up and situation in order to ensure a positive outcome.
At the end of this module, you will have hopefully gained theoretical and practical
knowledge on leadership and initiative to take advantage from in your personal life,
but also to show colleagues around you.

Chapter 2 - Goals
The main objective of this module is to ensure learners clearly understand the
concept of leadership and initiative and see the huge correlation they have with a
successful organisation. For this reason, the goals of this module are aligned with
the learning objectives behind leadership and initiative.
At the end of this module, learners will be able to…
-

Understand the main concept of leadership and initiative, and its importance
in the business area as well as personal life.
Have a clear understanding of the main theories of leadership, including the
best-case scenarios for their use and the recommendations behind each
leadership theory.
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-

Understand the meaning of critical thinking and its importance in taking
educated decisions.
Know and follow steps to ensure a critical thinking, and master useful skills
for critical thinking.
Be aware of the importance of self-confidence for the leader, but also for
those who are going to be led.
Understand how to build self-confidence and how to promote confidence
among people under our leadership.
Be aware of the importance of decision making as leaders and initiators.
Understand the benefits of making a logical decision-making process.

Chapter 3 - Leadership theories
3.1 What is leadership?
Leadership is not necessarily linked to authority. Even though there is not a
stablished definition of the concept of “leadership”, there are some aspects a leader
should gather that are generally accepted. We could try to define a leader as a
person who influences and guides people, who follow the leader voluntarily, in a
certain and specific way in order to achieve stablished goals.
Usually, leadership is considered as a different process than management. Whereas
management is the process of controlling the planning, leading, controlling and
organizing tasks, leadership is more about inspiration, motivation and
communication. Because of that, managers can take the figure of leaders if they
collect all these features.
On the other hand, managers are not always leaders as their labour sometimes is
just connected to authority, and their work is limited to give instructions that
subordinates should follow. Another difference between the manager and the
leader would be that leaders do not have to be necessarily in an authority position.
Actually, anyone can be a leader with the right skills and objectives, a good support
and the right tools.
The figure of the manager is normally connected with the organization, while the
leader should follow innovative ways and should be willing to change and improve,
enabling other employees to make their own contribution. Another feature that
leaders should have is to be unique. While managers normally copy a management
company stablished method, ideal leaders create their own unique, authentic and
personal way of leading people. Leaders should be connected with the people and
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establish relationships with them, in order to follow their pathway, while managers
are more likely to seek building a good structure or system to achieve goals.

GOOD
LEADERS

GOOD
MANAGERS

Despite there are dozens of leadership style and theories, we can set some skills that
a person should have in order to be a good leader:
-Vision: A good leader knows which the beginning of the scenario of the team is,
where they want to go, and how to start, involving the whole team to achieve a list
of goals.
-Communication skills: leaders should be authentic, unique, and create a good
connexion within the team. This will result if a communication that is effective,
succinct and direct with the team. They should inform in an effective way to their
team of what they expect, what are their roles and what is the situation in every
moment (even if it is a difficult situation).
-Enthusiasm: Positive energy is essential, it would motivate the team individually
and collectively. Leaders should keep an upbeat attitude and install positive and
optimistic energy to the team.
-Inspiration: Leaders should be the inspiration of their workers (or at least a part of
the inspiration). Because of that, they should learn how to inspire every employee,
making them motivated to work and achieve personal, professional and team goals,
and encouraging them to explore.
-Ability to innovation and change: Leaders should be able to challenge the
traditional status-quo, and to try innovative and breakthrough tools and methods,
trying to improve every day. The leader should be able to identify what qualities
should be missing and learn them.
-Team skills and delegation: The leader has to trust the team, otherwise it would
result impossible for it to work. The leader must know the team, know their personal
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and professional skills and possibilities, and depending on this, try different methods
to encourage them to achieve the goals as a team, and providing an environment of
collaborative work. Also, leaders should finesse their vision.
-Accountability, honesty and integrity: good leaders should always act in an ethical
and responsible way, promising only what they’re able to do and always keeping
their words. This will make the leaders gain the trust of their teams. They shouldn’t
make promises they can’t keep, and they should have empathy.

3.2 Main theories behind leadership
Since the leadership concept exists, there has been a big debate about what skills or
characteristics make someone a leader. There has always existed the dichotomy
among born-leader and learned-leader, but despite some people are born with
some skills that make them easier to become a leader, the idea about a “leaderborn” is old-fashioned. The principally accepted idea is that a good leader is whom
collect some skills as experience, commitment, patience, willing to listen and
negotiate, and who always want to enhance his or her aptitudes, knowledge and
methods.
Researchers have developed many different types of leaderships, stablishing diverse
qualities that leaders should
have. However, the figure of
the leader has to gather some
abilities that make him/her
motivate and inspire the
group of people led.
Considering Naylor ideas, who
differentiates leader and
manager, the leader should
reunite some skills “from the
heart”, as vision, courage,
imagination,
initiative,
passion, …
Now we will see the main
theories about leadership,
their differences and the behaviour of the leader in each one:
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The Great Man theory
It was commonly believed that leadership was inherent, which would mean that
leaders are born, not created, so it annulated any choice of become a leader. This
theory often acclaimed the leader as an idol. Nevertheless, this theory became
obsolete, because it has been proved that leadership skills can be acquired. Actually,
it is true that some people have inherited more leadership abilities, but it doesn’t
mean that just they can be leaders.
The Trait theory of Leadership
This theory studied what individual and specific traits a person needs to pursue in
order to become a good leader. In other words, it connected some personalities or
behaviours with the leader figure. The theory involved a large quantity of necessary
traits, so it resulted to be difficult to attempt. Also, this theory can’t explain those
people that have those traits but decide to not become leaders.
The Skills Theory of Leadership
This theory also establishes that the leader is whom gathers certain qualities, but
instead of individual and inherited traits, this one names leaders those who engaged
general skills or qualities that could have been learned. Therefore, if you want to be
a leader, and want to be followed and motivate people, you need some personal,
conceptual and technical skills.
Situational Leadership Theory
Considering this theory, the perfect leader doesn’t exist. Because of that, the perfect
leader would be whoever can adapt the mode of leading depending on the situation
and the needs. For that certain actions or personal skills of the leader would fit
better in one situation than in the others, depending on the circumstances.
Contingency Theory
To find the right leader in every situation it will depend on the environment of the
circumstances. Therefore, depending on the situation, it will fit better one person or
another, but never the same one, as each leader has different attributes, skills and
manages well different situations.
Transactional/Management Leadership
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We can explain this type of leadership with the reciprocity among leader and
follower and their behaviour. The leader takes the role of supervision and
organization, evaluating followers’ performance periodically. The leader observes
what followers want and helps them, but establishing a system that combines
punishments and rewards, always maintaining the status quo and tending to be
directive. Also, it follows the Maslow pyramid basic level of need satisfaction, and
maintains strict boundaries among leader and follower
Transformational/Relationship leadership
Transformational leadership is the most studied and used strategy nowadays. This
leadership model tries to develop the followers and their needs, enthusing and
encouraging them. As its name says, it aims the followers to transform itself, in order
to achieve personal and professional development. Therefore, the leaders get
results for proactively improving the environment and relationships, cultivating the
fellowship and keeping the followers motivated and inspired, reach great results and
to go beyond. This type of leader has to gather specific qualities:
-Excellent communication skills
-Good at identifying situations.
-Put followers’ needs above their owns.
-Optimistic, encouraging, stimulating innovation and creativity, be a model to
admire.
-Listen ideas and solutions of the followers.
-Lead by example.
Participative Theory
This theory is based on the encouraging participation of the others and involving all
the possible people to make them feel committed and collaborative. This leadership
will take everyone into account, and because of that, followers will feel the
relevance they have and will focus on the success of the team.
Servant Leader Theory
The Servant Leader theory focuses on identifying followers’ needs and creating an
environment of reciprocal trust and services.
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3.3 Practical activity

•

The guide:

This activity wants to show the importance of having a good leader to guide people
and showing the difficulty of following more than a leader. There should be two
groups, each team up to 5 persons. You will need two jars (one full of water and
another empty), 5 cups, 5 blindfolds (it could be eye masks, scarfs, …) and 3 tables.
There will be two tables in one side of the room (one will contain the full jar and the
other one the cups), and another table on the opposite side of the room with the
empty jar. Group A will have 1 leader and 4 followers. Group B will have 4 leaders
and 1 follower. Followers will have their eyes covered, and the goal will be to fill the
empty jar carrying the water of the full jar with the cups. After completing the task,
there will be a reflexion about which group completed the task in a better way

•

The circle:

The group has to hold hands and make a circle. They will be told to make different
silhouettes: a star, a house, a person, … The interesting thing about this activity is
the final discussion, where the team will try to identify the leader or leaders, and
which type of leadership they have used, if the followers were ok with that, how did
they feel, etc, and try to do a final reflexion.
•

The tower

There will 2,3 or 4 teams (depending on the people in the workshop, but each team
should have between 4-6 people). Each team will be given a pen, a pencil, two sheets
of paper, a rubber, a glass and adhesive tape. There will be a leader in each group
and they will have to build the tallest tower they can in 10/15 min, using what they
have. They will have a final discussion about how the leader was, how did the
followers felt, if the leader was strict, if they could work all together, if they felt part
of a team, if the leader listened to them...
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Chapter 4 - Critical thinking
4.1 What is critical thinking?
In a world where there’s more information in a few hours than the information we
could receive in years a hundred years ago, it is easy to fall into fake information
what would take us to misinformation and therefore, to bad decisions. To avoid it,
we need to be conscious and to keep us away from misinformation and using critical
thinking it’s a great tool for that.
Despite of the name, critical thinking is not about being critical. It is about how to
process the information, how to research, and how to decide, being creative,
adaptable and reflective, and it takes us to make better decisions. It wouldn’t be
neither about accepting or rejecting opinions, but about analysing the information
and creating our own. Therefore, it requires to be active, not passive, and evaluate
all parts of a claim.
Critical thinking is a way of thinking that puts in contrast all the different arguments,
evaluating the information taken to get conclusions in an autonomous way. In other
words, it would be knowing how to use information to acquire new knowledge,
creating your own independent point of view, to take decisions and to solve
problems.
Contrarily of what some people think, critical thinking wouldn’t be about
accumulating information or memorizing concepts. A critical thinker doesn’t need
to have the best memory, it’s about how to process the information that you receive
to create your own ideas and opinions.
Developing critical thinking can benefit us for several and diverse reasons:
-It helps us not only in the academic life, but in all the aspects in our lives since it
contributes to improve the ability of thinking clearly and rationally
-The ability of thinking critically helps us to develop creativity as it requires to have
an open mind, develop new ideas and “think outside the box”.
- As we have a well-informed point of view, we make better decisions.
-Critical thinking is a great tool for creating self-reflection, as it puts on the table our
thoughts, values and feelings.
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-Developing a critical thinking helps to create reasonable and original arguments.
-Ability to objectively analyse situations and to solve complex problems.
The report “The Future of Jobs”, issued by the World Economic Forum in January
2016 positioned critical thinking as one of the core skills that will be required for
many industries, businesses and financial companies in 2020.

4.2 Steps for critical thinking
Critical thinking is not something you are born with. Actually, it is learnable as long
as it involves effort, as it is a metacognitive skill. The metacognition refers to the
knowledge and control people have over their thinking, it is known as “thinking
about thinking”, and it is useful no matter who you are or which context you are in.
There are not universal steps for learning how to cultivate critical thinking, but we
can collect some in order to start.
As critical thinking starts with analysing information whether we’ve searched for it
or we’ve found it accidentally, there are some steps we can follow to use that
information in a good way:
•
•

•
•

Formulate your question: First of all, you’ll need to know what you want to
analyse, and why.
Analyse the source and how to do it: Who said it? When? How was the
research funded? What were the methods used? Was it objective? What has
been left out?
Compare with other sources: The more information we have, the better we
can understand.
Explore other points of view: step back in the situation, seeing all the angles
from every perspective.
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•
•
•
•

Gather your information.
Put your own bias and assumptions apart: Objectivity is a must talking about
critical thinking.
Consider the implications, seeing all the possible consequences.
Synthesise, putting all the information you have together and end creating
your own opinion.

4.3 Useful skills for critical thinking
The California Critical Thinking Disposition Inventory1 is a really useful test since it
measures the dispositional aspects of critical thinking using surveys. Observing the
factors, it wants to measure, we can identify different skills we can improve in order
to attain critical thinking:
-Truth-seeking: Truth-seeking is the willingness of always searching the best
understanding or solution in any situation, having all the details into account. To be
a truth-seeker you must let your biases, preconceptions and assumptions aside and
try to look for the better unbiased explanation of something.
-Open-mindedness: Open-mindedness focuses on tolerating other people’s point of
view, whether they you like it or not. In other words, it is the habit of allowing others
to express opinions with which one disagrees. This skill is needed in an intercultural
and mixed world as ours, and it is essential in order to accept other perspectives and
points of views.
-Analyse: Tendency to anticipate the possible consequences of any situation or plan,
having them into account before acting.
-Systematicity: Systematicity is the skill that involves knowing how to approach
problems, issues or questions in an organized, disciplined and orderly way.
-Confidence in Reasoning: Habit of solving problems using reflective thinking, in a
careful, studied and “pros and cons balanced” way.
-Inquisitiveness: Inquisitiveness is the tendency to go further from where we are
supposed to be, the willingness to know more, in other words, the intellectual
curiosity that makes us acquire new knowledge.

1

https://www.insightassessment.com/Products/Products-Summary/Critical-Thinking-AttributesTests/California-Critical-Thinking-Disposition-Inventory-CCTDI
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-Maturity of Judgement: Maturity of judgment is the tendency to do reflective
judgment when there’s a problem that needs to be solved, or a decision that should
be made. In other words, the ability of knowing how to understand and how to act
in a problem despite of the complexity of it.
As “critical thinking” is not referred to a single concept, but it involves a lot of
different skills that need to be learned, they require knowledge and a lot of practice.
Nevertheless, that wouldn’t work without the proper motivation and attitude, as a
person becomes a critical thinker because he/she wants, not accidentally. It all starts
with a curious mind, but adding self-training, following some keys (for example: be
open to debate, non-stop learning, steps seen above), being willing to foster that
curiosity and a conscious effort, until you ask yourself about the surrounding world
and answer with a “critically thought” answer.

4.4 Practical activity
•

Cognitive Reflection Test

Try to answer these questions in 3 minutes in groups.
1. A baseball bat and a ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat costs $1.00 more than the
ball. How much does the ball cost?
2. If it takes for 5 machines 5 minutes to make 5 widgets, how long would it take for
100 machines to make 100 widgets?
3. In a lake, there is a patch of lily pads. Every day, the patch doubles in size. If it
takes 48 days for the patch to cover the entire lake, how long would it take for the
patch to cover half of the lake?
Solutions: https://philosophy.hku.hk/think/critical/CRT.php
The nice thing about this activity is that normally people will try to solve it with the
first idea that comes into their minds, but these questions require a little of critical
thinking as they’re not as easy as they may look.
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Chapter 5 - Self-confidence
5.1 What is self-confidence? Importance of self-confidence
Self-confidence is the ability of trusting in your own aptitudes and skills, having
control over your life. It is not about having good aptitudes, but about the
perception you have of yourself. It involves knowing your strengths and weaknesses,
having a sense of acceptance of yourself. Self-confidence is it not an inherent talent
in the person, but depending on the circumstances, conditions and experiences that
a person has had, it can contribute to a high self-confidence level or a lower one. For
instance, if the environment while growing up is mainly positive, we will be more
likely to be self-confidents about ourselves as we would have internalized the
positive messages as part of ourselves. However, fortunately self-confidence is a
learnable skill as it can also be internally improved.
The concept of self-confidence can be mixed with the concept of self-esteem, but
although they are really similar concepts, we must differentiate them. While selfconfidence refers to the perception we have about ourselves, about our abilities and
skills, self-esteem is more about the sense of self-worth, about whether we
appreciate and value ourselves or not.
There are several theories about self-confidence and self-esteem. One of them
would be Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs, which focuses in human’s need to feel basic
hierarchized needs before they want to fill more complex needs as it would be selfesteem or self-confidence. It also differentiates two types of self-esteem: the lower
one that comes from the validation of others and the higher one that comes from
the inside of each one. Another theory would be Terror Management Theory which
sustains self-confidence is needed for humans to overcome their awareness of their
mortality and their fear to the death.
Self-confidence is one of the most valuable and useful skills whether at home, at
work, or at any environment. It doesn’t matter which theory of self-confidence is
more accurate or not, because all of them agree that a lack of it can lead to several
problems and difficulties that can affect us in a professional but also in a personal
aspect. An absence of self-confidence can lead us to communication difficulties,
social anxiety, lack of assertiveness, shyness. On the other hand, a high level of selfconfidence leads to successfully face day to day challenges (as it is defined in the
Psychology Dictionary Online). It brings you more happiness, it gives you energy and
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it keeps you motivated due to your success. Also, it can give you a sense of selfworth and self-determination, and the lack of self-doubts, fears and stress.
Being self-confident doesn’t just beneficiate your personal life, but also your
professional life and business. Actually, self-confidence is a must in
entrepreneurship. Self-confidence helps us building a successful business as it
diminishes all the fears involved: the fear of a failure, the fear of making bad
decisions, the fear of hard challenges, etc.

5.2 Ways to build self-confidence
As self-confidence is a learnable skill, we can summarize some steps in order to
enhance it, always having in mind that the keys (as any other skill) would be
repetition and perseverance:
-To identify your strengths and abilities, being conscious about which ones can be
improved, and accepting the ones which are not changeable, in this way it’s easy to
develop self-acceptance.
-To identify situations that boost our self-confidence, and the situations that
diminish it, then work on those situations.
-Focus on positive thinking, as negative thoughts can really affect the way we see
the world.
-Picture your success when you’re beginning a task, it will encourage you to keep
working on it.
-Set achievable objectives, trying not to look for perfection.
-Reward yourself for your reached goals but also for your efforts.
-Express your ideas, feelings and needs in an assertive and respectful way.
-Do not focus on failures, but in the achievements. Also, failures can be useful for
acquiring knowledge and doesn’t have to low our self-confidence.
-Seek out positive people to surround you.
-A healthy lifestyle is related to a high self-confidence (healthy eating, enough sleep,
physical exercise).
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5.3 How to transmit self-confidence as leader
Why is it important to be self-confident when you are a leader? As we have seen,
inspiration, motivation and communication are the main characters of leadership.
Regarding that, is it not enough if the leader has the knowledge, but it is necessary
to know how to transmit those ideas. If the leader doesn’t seem confident about
what he/she is saying, the followers won’t believe it and they will not take that
person as a figure of “leader”. Nevertheless, if the leader shows self-confidence,
others will notice and will pay better attention, and will inspire more trust. Also,
when the leader shows self-confidence, people around feel more noteworthy and
significant.
How can a leader transmit self-confidence?
-Body language is an indicator of the state of mind, so it has to be confident (visual
contact, deliberate and low voice tone, body gestures).
-Working on self-belief and self-esteem.
-Knowing great leaders, seeing how they express themselves and mirror their
qualities can help leaders to develop their own way to perform.
-Increasing the knowledge of the topics the leader works on, will boost selfconfidence and followers will notice.
-Having a clear and detailed picture of the needs of the business and the wants of
the workers.
-Not being afraid of coordinating the group.
- Emanating positive energy.

5.4 Practical activity
•

Self-esteem journal:

In order to identify what are our qualities and to develop a positive attitude to
ourselves, to fill the self-esteem journal, and try to do it periodically. The self-esteem
journal is available online: https://www.theranest.com/assets/docs/self-esteemresources/Self-Esteem-Journal.pdf
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Chapter 6 - Decision making
6.1 How to create a decision-making process
The decision-making process is a set of steps taken by managers or leaders in a
company in order to select among a variety of alternatives in a given situation. It can
be used whether the decision is made through group consensus or individually.
There are different processes a person can follow in order to decide the best
alternative to solve a situation, considering the needs and characteristics in each
decision, but generally the more common steps to follow are:
1) Identify the Goal or Problem that requires a Decision: this step is useful for
set and individualize the situation we have to solve –it doesn’t have to be a
problem necessarily- and all the consequences that it may trigger.
2) Seek information, gathering all the alternatives and choices: The second
step will be to brainstorm if is a group decision or research using reliable
sources of information, listing all the possible solutions that could work. In a
business decision we should always use statistics, sales figures, costs, and all
the collectable data.
3) Evaluate all the information and make the decision: Once all the information
is gathered, it’s the time to thoroughly evaluate all the options and the
repercussions to finally choose the best alternative. If all the previous steps
were properly followed, the right opportunity would be easy to see.
4) Put your decision into action: create a plan to implement the idea.
5) Evaluate the situation and follow the decision’s impact (change what is
necessary): after implementing the resulting idea, the last step would be to
evaluate its effectiveness, see the perks and the flaws on how the decision is
working, trying to improve for next time.

6.2 Benefits of creating a decision-making process
-Good-reasoned and good-quality decisions.
-Opportunity of growth.
-More alternatives to be considered.
-Increase of the knowledge about the decision topic, due the investigation made.
-More abilities for research.
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-Possibility of new actions and resources to be put in use.
-Lower influence of impulsiveness and emotional responses.

6.3 Example of successful decision making processes
Identify the Goal or Problem that requires a Decision: A new client of a business,
who has ordered a large amount of goods, is demanding a big discount. If he is not
given that discount, he threatens to cancel the sales order. The business politics
stablishes that only old clients should benefited from this discount. In order to be
considered as old client, they should have made at least 10 orders and be a client
for more than a year. So here the problem would be: should the business grant the
new client with the discount he is demanding or not?
Seek information, gathering all the alternatives and choices: The business has to
consider all the possible alternatives, here there will be:
•
•
•
•

Grant the new client with the discount despite of the business politics, without
consulting it with the director.
Keep loyal to the business politics, and lose the sales order of the new client, and
therefore the client.
Negotiate with the director of the business in order to get a special discount,
because the order is large, and they really want to keep that client.
Negotiate with the new client to convince him to accept the allowed discount
for new clients.

Evaluate all the information and make the decision: Now the business should
consider every information they have searched. They should balance all the
alternatives, and a good idea for that is to weigh or ponder the alternatives giving
them a number among 1-10:
The new client would be satisfied, and he would maintain the order, but the business
politics will be infringed, and that will be a bad example for workers. Also, the rest
of the clients could demand it too and the director could not accept it. 3
The business politics would be upfolded, but the client would be unsatisfied, the
order will be lost, and the client will search within another businesses.5
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The client would be satisfied, and the sales order will be completed, and the client
would like to work with the business. Probably the client will become a great client,
making bigger orders. 9
The client won’t be satisfied, because he wouldn’t get the discount he wanted, and
probably he would be bothered.
Solution: The business, after evaluating all the alternatives, decides that the right
solution will be the 3rd one, because both the client and the business are satisfied,
the order is made, and the client will remain at the business because he has been
treated in a great way.
Put your decision into action: create a plan to implement the idea. After making the
decision, the business should decide the right discount they should apply to the new
client, in order to please the client but keeping on mind they can’t lose money. Also,
they should watch out to the new client, to see if he wants to develop his presence
in the business.
Evaluate the situation and follow the decision’s impact: Final evaluation of the
client, the order, the sales and the economic impact. If everything has worked
properly, this solution could be in future similar occurrences.
Source:
http://www.academia.edu/8495828/EJEMPLO_PROCESO_TOMA_DE_DECISIONES

6.4 Practical activity:
The airplane:
Groups of 5 people, sitting in a circle. They are in a desert island and the plane where
they were traveling will explode within 10 minutes. There are 15 objects in that
plane, but they can only take out 3 of them, and they have 10 minutes to decide.
The objects will be written in a paper and they will be: a box of matches, first aid kit,
beer, 12 bottles of water, 5 warm sweaters, transistor radio, an axe, a gun with
twenty bullets, a bag with 25 magazines, inflatable lifeboat for 4 persons, sewing kit,
anti-insect spray, compass, flashlight and a bag with 5 big blankets. The team has to
unanimously decide which 3 objects they can take within those ten minutes. When
they have decided, they should explain why they have chosen that 3 options and the
process they have made, the reasons they have chosen…
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After that, the play continues, the 5 people survived 2 weeks in the island until a
plane rescued them. When they’re in the plane there’s a leak of querosein and it can
only survive 2 persons, they should decide who is going to survive and who will jump
from the plane. They also have 10 minutes to decide, and they would have papers
where there will be written who they are (a pregnant woman, a doctor, a 12 years
old boy, a famous piano artist, and a 64 years old lady). Once they have decided,
they should explain again why they have decided that, the process… The main aim
of this activity is to try to understand why it is important to know how to make
decisions under pressure, and also the difficulty of it.
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RlYxBdNxi-A
The business:
This activity can teach the perks of decision-making processes, encouraging
participants to use them when they have to face a problem o want to reach a goal.
The students will be given this problem:
“You own a business which sells water plastic bottles. You’re getting bigger and
opening new shops and factories. However, the community environmental laws are
increasingly starting to make difficult the plastic commerce, in order to stop the
plastic problem. You know that, sooner or later, it will affect your business and you
won’t be able to sell plastic bottles, so you have to find a solution”.
After a previous discussion on decision-making and the strategies and processes, the
participants have to see the activity sheet “Decision Making Wheels2”. After that,
they should decide in groups of 5 people, trying to follow the decision-making
process given above:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Identify the Goal or Problem that requires a Decision.
Seek information, gathering all the alternatives and choices.
Evaluate all the information and make the decision:
Put your decision into action: create a plan to implement the idea.
Evaluate the situation and follow the decision’s impact.

2

https://docs.education.gov.au/system/files/doc/other/thinking_wisely__decision_making_wheel_0.pdf
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Finally, each person of the group will present one of the followed steps to the rest
of the people, explaining what did decided to do that, why, and how they’re planning
to do it. They will have 20 minutes to prepare their presentations.

Chapter 7 - Useful tools
LEADERSHIP
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZnjJpa1LBOY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UwWJl_U7hP4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=18UVXW-x2_8
CRITICAL THINKING:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HnJ1bqXUnIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dItUGF8GdTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMt_RIR_JHo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lvyoTSdv-j4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GzV1pNQUX5s
https://philosophy.hku.hk/think/critical/ct.php
http://spers.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/50-activities-for-developing-criticalthinking-skills.pdf
https://www.insightassessment.com/Products/Products-Summary/CriticalThinking-Attributes-Tests/California-Critical-Thinking-Disposition-Inventory-CCTDI
SELF-CONFIDENCE
http://enlightenmentportal.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/High-vs-Low-SelfEsteem-Final.jpg
DECISION MAKING
http://www.strategyperspective.com/PDFs/Other/successful_decision_making.pdf
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Chapter 8 - Module assessment

1. The figure of the leader and the figure of the manager are unified in a
person necessarily. T F
2. A management style is the best one to use when the leader wants to
maintain the status quo
a. Contingency theory of leadership
b. Transformational theory of leadership
c. Transactional theory of leadership
d. Good management’s theory.
3. Impulsiveness is a great tool that helps us in the decision-making process.
T F
4. Leaders who follow the Transformational theory put their followers
needs above their own. T F
5. The decision-making process is useful for solving problems, but not for
reaching goals. T F
6. Which action doesn’t help leaders to show confidence?
a.
b.
c.
d.

To talk in an assertive way.
To talk looking at the eyes of their listeners.
To talk in a high tone.
To learn how to use non-verbal communication.

7. Knowing how to synthetize is a must on critical thinking. T F
8. Self-esteem and self-confidence are the same, but with different words.
T F
9. When you’re beginning a task, motivation about your potential success
is not as important as other things as financial support. T F
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10. After deciding, is a good idea to follow the decision’s impact to see if it
was the best option to choose, and if you should choose the same in the
future. T
F

SOURCES
http://www.openuniversity.edu/sites/www.openuniversity.edu/files/brochures/Cr
itical-thinking-Open-University.pdf
https://www.dcu.ie/sites/default/files/students/studentlearning/creativeandcritic
al.pdf
http://spers.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/50-activities-for-developing-criticalthinking-skills.pdf
https://philosophy.hku.hk/think/critical/ct.php
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/309425
http://www.advancingwomen.com/entrepreneurialism/8777.php
https://www.forbes.com/sites/martinzwilling/2014/01/23/how-to-increase-selfesteem-and-success-in-business/#5589408e5607
https://www.blogtrepreneur.com/what-self-confidence-can-mean-to-yourbusiness/
https://www.uq.edu.au/student-services/counselling/self-confidence
https://positivepsychologyprogram.com/self-confidence/#Importance-selfconfidence
http://article.sapub.org/10.5923.j.mm.20150501.02.html
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/decision-making-skills-with-examples2063748
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41583-018-0045-9
https://online.csp.edu/blog/business/decision-making-process
https://www.lucidchart.com/blog/decision-making-process-steps
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https://searchbusinessanalytics.techtarget.com/definition/decision-makingprocess
https://www.universalclass.com/articles/business/the-basics-of-the-decisionmaking-process.htm
https://www.insightassessment.com/Products/Summary/Critical-ThinkingAttributes-Tests/California-Critical-Thinking-Disposition-Inventory-CCTDI
http://article.sapub.org/10.5923.j.mm.20150501.02.html#Sec3
https://www.simplilearn.com/leadership-vs-management-difference-article
https://www.forbes.com/sites/williamarruda/2016/11/15/9-differences-betweenbeing-a-leader-and-a-manager/#75cddb324609
https://www.rasmussen.edu/student-life/blogs/college-life/critical-thinking-skillsto-master-now/
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MODULE 5 – INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
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1. Competence profile
Intellectual property (or "IP") is a category of property that includes intangible
creations of the human intellect, and primarily encompasses copyrights, patents,
and trademarks. It also includes other types of rights, such as trade secrets, publicity
rights, moral rights, and rights against unfair competition. Artistic works like music
and literature, as well as some discoveries, inventions, words, phrases, symbols, and
designs can all be protected as intellectual property.
The value of intellectual property (IP) is often not adequately appreciated and its
potential for providing opportunities for future profit is widely underestimated by
SMEs. However, when IP is legally protected and there is demand for the IPprotected products and/or services in the marketplace, IP can become a valuable
business asset.
•

•
•

IP may generate an income for your SME through the licensing, sale, or
commercialization of the IP-protected products or services that may
significantly improve an enterprises market share or raise its profit margins.
IP rights can enhance the value or worth of your SME in the eyes of investors
and financing institutions.
In the event of a sale, merger or acquisition, IP assets may significantly raise
the value of your enterprise, and at times may be the primary or only true
assets of value.

The main statutory intellectual property rights cover two main areas: industrial
property, concerning patents for inventions, trademarks and industrial designs and
copyright.
Patents are concerned with inventions producing a technical result - of new and
improved products, processes and uses that are capable of industrial application.
Trade Marks are concerned with brand identity - principally of goods and services
they can be distinctive words, marks or other features, the purpose of which is to
make a distinction in the mind of a customer between different traders, products
and services.
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2. Learning objectives
Intellectual property, as a concept, “was originally designed to cover ownership of
literary and artistic works, inventions (patents) and trademarks”. What is protected
in intellectual property is the form of the work, the invention, the relationship
between a symbol and a business. However, the concept of intellectual property
now covers patents, trademarks, literary and artistic works, designs and models,
trade names, neighboring rights, plant production rights, topographies of semi
conductor products, databases, when protected by a sui generis right, unfair
competition, geographical indications, trade secrets, etc.Making the right
investments is crucial for enhancing the market value of your SME. Investing in
equipment, property, product development, marketing and research can strongly
enhance your company's financial situation by expanding its asset base and
increasing future productivity. Acquiring intellectual property may have a similar
effect. Markets will value your company on the basis of its assets, its current
business operations and expectations of future profits. Expectations for future profit
may be considerably affected by the acquisition of key patents.
Iintellectual property shall include rights relating to:
1) Literary, artistic and scientific works:
2) Performances of performing artists, phonograms and broadcasts;
3) Inventions in all fields of human behaviour;
4) Scientific discoveries;
5) Industrial designs;
6) Trademarks, service marks, and commercial names and designations;
7) Protection against unfair competition and all other rights resulting from
intellectual activity in industrial scientific, literary or artistic fields”.
SME’s will be able to understand the basics of the four primary forms of intellectual
property rights. SME’s will be able to compare and contrast the different forms of
intellectual property protection in terms of their key differences and similarities and
also will be able to assess and critique some basic theoretical justifications for each
form of intellectual property protection.
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3. Training priorities
The objective of the program is to create a critical mass of trainers in a country who
have the basic knowledge, skills and experience to provide preliminary IP assistance
to SME’s entrepreneurs, and micro, small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) on
effective intellectual property (IP) asset management to enhance the
competitiveness and sustainability of the SMEs in the domestic and international
markets. Such preliminary IP assistance, to be provided by the persons trained in the
program, would include advice or technical assistance on how to identify, protect,
exploit and manage IP assets, whether owned by an entrepreneur or an SME,
licensed by him/her/it from another entity or created in partnership with another
entity.
Current training in both classroom and online available for SMEs is adhoc and
limited.
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4. Module structure
Chapter 1- Introduction
Intellectual Property (IPR) is present in most of the products and services that we
use in our daily life. Improving the policy framework and business environment to
make it conducive and easier for SMEs to use the IP system – Improving
competitiveness of SME by enabling SMEs to fully exploit their innovative and
creative potential through an effective use of the IP system.
WHY?
To promote innovation by encouraging invention and creativity, and thereby
benefitting society.
HOW?
The state grants a limited monopoly in return for making details of the new creation
freely accessible.
WHO BENEFITS?
The state benefits by avoiding secrecy, thus stimulating further innovation, and thus
enriching society. The creator benefits by preventing unauthorised use by others,
unless they come to an agreement. Commercial partners benefit from the limited
monopoly and so invest in further development to take-to-market.

Chapter 2 - Goals
The Importance of IP Strategy:
•
•
•

Setting a Vision
Objectives in Addressing
IP Needs and Priorities at the National Level and to prepare for International
Level
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IP is widely perceived as a key policy tool to promote public interest, innovation and
technological progress. IP is very important for all countries in creating a positive
environment for social, economic and cultural development.
The goal of an IP strategy is the creation, ownership and management of IP assets
to meet national needs and to increase economic growth.

Steps Taken in Working out the Strategy
•
•
•
•

preparation
substantial research
public opinion and comments-soliciting
Evaluation and approval

Guiding principles
o Advocate innovation
o Utilize IP effectively
o Protect IP according to law
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Chapter 3 – SMEs IPR
3.1 Importance of IP for SME’s and legal framework
The importance of IP for SME’s is undeniable; IPR is a key consideration for any SMEs
day-to-day business decisions. It comes into play in all parts of a SMEs new products,
designs or brand. There other benefits to IP. IP and IP protection can also be deemed
a motivating factor for SME to create and continue to develop new products, in a
way where their ideas will not be infringed upon or counterfeited without
reprimands. “The protection of intellectual property rights (IPRs) is said to be the
main motivation for inventors to create new inventions. It encourages
commercialization, technology transfer and promotes international trade.”3
Another important reason for SMEs to protect their IP is that “If left unprotected, a
good invention or creation may be lost to larger competitors that are in a better
position to commercialize the product or service at a more affordable price, leaving
the original inventor or creator without any financial benefit or reward. Adequate
protection of a company’s IP is a crucial step on deterring potential infringement
and in turning ideas into business assets with a real market value.”4
The legal framework for IPR and the protection of IPR comes under the Directive on
enforcement which already exists in the EU t prevent the infringement of IPR. But to
increase the effectiveness of IPR the European Commission “is seeking stronger
cooperation between authorities at all levels in the fight against intellectual
property infringement, and is working to prevent infringing activity from
undermining growth and sustainable employment in the EU.”5

3

Sukarmijan S., and Sapong O. (2013), “The importance of intellectual property for SMEs; Challenges
and moving forward”, UMK Procedia, 2013/074-075, Elsevier.
4

Sukarmijan S., and Sapong O. (2013), “The importance of intellectual property for SMEs; Challenges
and moving forward”, UMK Procedia, 2013/075, Elsevier.
5

European Commission paper “Enforcement of intellectual property rights”
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3.2 Business reason for licensing agreements
There are many business reasons for SMEs to agree to licensing agreements. For an
SME to grant a license (become a licensor). The most obvious reason is for the
licensor to generate revenue through royalty and guarantee payments; however
there is other equally as valuable reason too such as:
•

“Marketing support for the core business. For a television show, movie,
children’s book or sports franchise, the retail display and proliferation of
licensed products doesn’t only generate product sales, but it also promotes
the core property. An array of toys or apparel tied to a movie, sitting on a
store shelf, also helps to promote the movie itself. A sports fan wears a
sweatshirt with the logo of her favourite team expresses her enthusiasm
about the team, but also subtly promotes the sports, the league and the
team to anyone who passes her by on the street. The same goes for a beer
brand. Seeing a store display of glassware carrying a well-known beer logo,
or walking into a neighbour’s home and seeing the glasses on his bar
reinforces the brand image, supporting the brands overall marketing efforts.

•

Extending a corporate brand into new categories, areas of a store, or into
new stores overall. Licensing represents a way to move a brand into new
businesses without making a major investment in new manufacturing
processes, machinery or facilities. In a well-run licensing program, the
property owner maintains control over the brand image and how it’s
portrayed (via the approvals process and other contractual strictures), but
eventually reaps the benefit in additional revenue (royalties), but also in
exposure in new channels or store aisles. Examples might include:
▪ A well-known brand of construction tools licensed into such
areas as work gloves or work boots;
▪ A brand of beauty products extended into a new vitamin line
that promotes better looking skin.
▪ A popular restaurant chain licensing a frozen food
manufacturer to market a line of appetizers under its brand.
▪ A well-known fashion label licensing its name into such
natural extensions as leather accessories, shoes, fragrances or
home textiles.

•

Trying out potential new businesses or geographical markets with
relatively small upfront risk. By licensing its brand to a third-party
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manufacturer, a property owner can try new businesses, or move itself into
new countries with a smaller upfront investment than by building and
staffing its own operations.
•

Maintaining control over an original creation. Licensing represents a way
for artists and designers to profit from their creative efforts, while
maintaining control over how they are used. For brand owners (particularly
those doing business in the global marketplace), licensing and registering the
brands in multiple markets is a way to protect the brand from being used by
others without authorization.”6

SMEs also have the option to become a product licensee. This means the have
leaded the rights to a certain property for incorporation into their merchandise, but
traditionally do not share ownership in it. The reasons for an SME to join a licensing
agreement as a licensee are also numerous.

6

•

“Gaining the consumer awareness and marketing benefit of a well-known
brand, character, logo, design, etc. The most obvious benefit to a
manufacturer or service provider the licenses a brand, character, design or
other piece of intellectual property is the marketing power it brings to the
product. It can take hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars to build a
brand from scratch, and licensing represents a way for a manufacturer to
take advantage of all the brand building and image building that has gone on
before. A child in a toy store doesn’t seek “an action figure.” He’s generally
looking for a particular character he’s fond of. Faced with a choice among
several cleaning implements, a shopper might be drawn by one that bears
the brand of a well known cleaning fluid, rather than a more generic label. In
making the decision about whether or not to take on a license, a
manufacturer often weighs the potential royalty payments against the cost
of building a brand on its own.

•

Moving into new distribution channels. Taking on a license might help a
manufacturer whose brand has been marketed in, for example, mass
merchandise outlets to market a more upscale, high quality line in specialty
stores or department stores that wouldn’t carry the lower end products.

LIMA – the International Licensing Industry Merchandisers’ Association, “Why License?”
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•

Reducing in-house costs. A manufacturer who licenses artwork or designs to
be applied to hoe textiles, wall coverings, housewares, or on apparel has less
reliance on inhouse art staffs that would otherwise need to be maintained.

•

Enhancing authenticity and credibility. The publisher of a car-racing
videogame might license a host of well-known automotive brands and car
models to lend legitimacy and authenticity to the game. Similarly, a maker of
automotive parts or accessories will license the car brand to establish in the
consumer’s mind that its products will work seamlessly with the cars of the
parent brand.”7

3.3 Financing of an IP licensing project

When it comes to SME using IP to raise finance, SME’s will first need to get an IP
Valuation. It is advised and best practice for the IP Valuation to be “performed by
financial institutions that are providing capital, particularly to SMEs. This report
presents the results of the Expert Group’s research on how financial institutions
approach IP backed financing and whether IP valuation is actually carried out as part
of the financing process.
This special issues section summarises:
•
•
•

Existing practice of raising finacnce using IP assets,
The use of IP valuation as a tool to support IP based financing,
Existing bottlenecks for raising finance using IP assets.

For the valuation of IP in relation to raising finance a value-in-exchange for the IP
asset is required. In certain cases such as when valuing collateral for loans a lower
liquidation value may be required as the assets may need to be disposed of within a
set amount of time.”8
In general there is a range of financing options for SMEs, including equity and debt.
“The role of intangible assets and IP in the financing process is more often an indirect

7

8

LIMA – the International Licensing Industry Merchandisers’ Association, “Why License?”
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one, with IP plaing a supporting part in bigger picture for the provision of loans and
equity investments.”9
With regards to equity investors, equity investors usually invest in the company
including the companys IP assets. This means that equity investory are using the
company’s IP assets indirectly, i.e. in return for their investment they receive an
equity stake of a company with IP and the investor intends to exploit their IP.
“More generally, IP assets are being increasingly written into the contracts
governing broad asset-backed loans. While intangibles have always been included
in a blanket lien on all assets, it is becoming more commonplace for creditors to
focus their analysis more directly on intangibles, either as a separate asset or as an
integral part of overall company valule.
Apart from an independent Intangible Asset Based Loan (IABL), larger companies
have also arranged funding through a dedicated amount of IA-secured debt with a
broader lien structure, often a syndicate loan with multiple financial institutions.
These tpes of loans utilize IP as general collateral.”10
Another way in which companies can use IP to raise capital is using the “sale leaseback model”. This method is a way in which companies can secure short-term
funding by selling a portfolio of IP to a firm along with an agreement to receive a
license for the IP to continue commercialisation and business operations. Essentially
this means the company receives immediate funding to reinvest in the business,
while securing a licensing agreement within the contract this allows the company to
persue continued monetisaton of the asset.
Taking all these options into account is is important to know that using IP valuation
as a tool to raise capital at times can be limited as “lenders consider it difficult to
come up with an objective value for such assets. As a result, the availability of
information about the IP in the possession of the lender and borrower is incomplete
and asymmetric. This lack of information could make it hard to communicate the
value of IP to the financier.”11

9

Ibid

10

Ibid

11

Ibid
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That said IP can at times be used as a collateral for loans. If a company has an IP
valuation, the IP valuation report can provide valuable information to lenders,
making it easier for IP to be used to secure loans.

3.4 Cost of IPR
The cost of IPR varies depending on the type of IP you are looking for, i.e. the cost
of a patent would vary in comparison to a Europe wide trademark. As IP is such an
important and integral part of any business it is important for SMEs to invest in the
IP protection that is most relevant to their needs. SMEs should look at the IP
protection costs in the same light as they view other costs such as product
development or marketing.
The cost of IPR is usually priced on a national level with a different costing for
international IPR. It is important to remember that the defence of IP (against
infringing parties) may also have an additional cost if the infringement requires
addition litigation in a court setting.

Chapter 4 – Scope of Intellectual Property Rights
4.1. Trademarks
What are trademarks?
Trademarks are a means by which companies and business’s identify its own goods
or services and it allows consumer and clients to distinguish companies’ goods and
services from other companies. The World Intellectual Organization Association
defines trademarks as “a sign capable of distinguishing the goods or services of one
enterprise from those of other enterprises. Trademarks are protected by intellectual
property rights.”12 This is in line with the definition that as described under the Irish
Trade Mark Act 1996.

12

World Intellectual Property Organization
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The Irish Trade Mark Act 1996 defines a trade mark as “any sign capable of being
represented graphically which is capable of distinguishing the goods or services of
one undertaking from those of other undertakings”13.
When you’re doing business in the whole of the European Union it is recommended
to register a European Trade mark. You can register a European Trade mark with the
EUIPO (European Union Intellectual Property Office) this means that once registered
with the EUIPO your trade mark is recognised and protected across the whole EU.

Why trademark?
Trademarks are an important part of any company, they not only protect against
fraud and counterfeiting. They are a way to define a company’s value. Trademarks
can be sold, licensed and at times used as collateral for future plans. Registering an
EUTM is the way to monetise intellectual property and to protect company’s
investments.

4.2. Licensing IP
What is IP licensing?
“A licensing agreement is a partnership between an intellectual property rights
owner (licensor) and another who is authorized to use such rights (licensee) in
exchange for an agreed payment (fee or royalty). A variety of such licensing
agreements are available, which may be broadly categorized as follows:
•
•
•

Technology License Agreement
Trademark Licensing and Franchising Agreement
Copyright license Agreement”

In practice, all or some of these agreements often form part of one single contract
since in transfers of this nature many rights are involved and not simply one type of
intellectual property right. You may also come across licensing agreements in other

13

Irish Trade Mark Act 1996
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circumstances, such as, during a merger or acquisition, or in the course of
negotiating a joint venture”14
Why license IP?
Through IP licensing it provides SMEs as a licensor or licensee. “As an intellectual
property owner and a licensor, your SME can expand its business to the frontiers of
your partners’ business and ensure a steady stream of additional income. As a
licensee, your SME can manufacture, sell, import, export, distribute and market
various goods or services which it may be prevented from doing otherwise.
In the international context, a formal licensing agreement is possible only if the
intellectual property right you wish to license is also protected in the other country
or countries of interest to you. If your intellectual property is not protected in such
other country or countries then you would not only be able to license it, but you
would have no legal right to put any restrictions on its use by anyone else.”15

4.3. Copyright
What are copyrights?
“Copyright is an intellectual property right (IPR) that grants authors, artists and other
creators protection for their literary, artistic and scientific creations, generally
referred to as “works”.
Giving authors, artists and other creators incentives in the form of recognition and
a potential fair economic reward allows them to concentrate on the creative part of
their activity - literary and artistic creation. This, in turn, helps to increase access to
and enhance the enjoyment of culture, knowledge and entertainment the world
over”16.
Some examples of copyrighted works include book, movies, and musical
composititions. However it is important to remember that copyright can also help
you protect your business website, brochures, corporate videos, along with

14

World Intellectual Property Organization
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World Intellectual Property Organization
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newspapers, periodicals, printing, advertising, radio and television broadcasting,
sound recording, musical and audio visual works, motion pictures, and computer
software.
they must exist in some form
“For works to be protected by copyright
they must be original

Copyright law is not fully harmonised at the EU and international level, therefore the
national laws of the country in which the author seeks protection apply. At
international level, minimum standards of protection have been established by the
Berne Convention , a treaty based on three basic principles:
•
•
•

National treatment: works are given the same protection in each country as the country
grants to the works of their nationals.
Automatic protection: no formalities required.
Independence of protection: works receive protection even if they cannot obtain such
protection in their country of origin.

The EU has adopted several legal instruments in the field of copyright. However,
unlike in other fields of IP law, each of the 28 Member States has its own copyright
law and policy. Nevertheless, some form of harmonisation has been achieved
through the different EU directives”17

Copyright and SMEs
“Most companies have aspects of their work protected by copyright and are
copyright authors or owners. A company is, however, a copyright user if it uses
copyrighted materials. The use of copyrighted materials may also be a company’s
daily activity, as it is for radio stations, publishing houses, libraries, or shops, or an
occasional tool to enhance market presence and develop business operations. On
the other hand, when a company’s activity comprises the creation of corporate
publications, brochures, marketing activities, etc., or when it participates in the so-

17

European IPR Helpdesk – Fact Sheet “Copyright Essentials”
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called creative industries, the company is a copyright owner. Sometimes, however,
the author of a work does not own copyright, as in the case of joint works, collective
works, and works done for an employer . Depending on the type of work, the
following applies:18

Table curtsey of European IPR Helpdesk – Fact Sheet “Copyright Essentials”

4.4 Industrial Design
What is industrial design?
Industrial design is a process of design applied to products that are to be
manufactured through techniques of mass production. Industrial design is not only
focus on the appearance of a product, but also on functionality, its manufacturing
process and ultimately the value and experience it provides as a product.
“In a legal sense, an industrial design constitutes the ornamental or aesthetic aspect
of an article. An industral design ma consis of three dimensional features, such as

18

European IPR Helpdesk – Fact Sheet “Copyright Essentials”
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the shape of an article, or two dimensional features, such as patterns, lines or
colours”19.

4.5. Patents
What are patents?
“A patent is an exclusive right granted for an invention – a product or process that
provides a new way of doing something, or that offers a new technical solution to a
problem. A patent provides patent owners with protection for their inventions.
Protection is granted for a limited period, generally 20 years”.20

Why patent?
There are many reasons why a person should patent their inventions. One of the
main reason to use patents are because patents are a way in with you can protect
your invention with “an exclusive right to prevent or stop others from commercial
exploiting an invention”.21
Patents are also a type of “industrial propery”. This means that it can be assigned,
transferred, licensed or used by the owner in order to generate income for the
intventor or company.
It is important to note that patents in general are territorial, i.e. an invention
patented in Ireland is only valid in Ireland.

4.6. Trade Secrets
What are trade secrets?
The general definition of trade secrets is any confidential business information that
provided the company a competitive edge could be considered a trade secret. Trade

19

World Intellectual Property Organization

20

World Intellectual Property Organization

21

World Intellectual Property Organization
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secrets are inclusive of manufacturing, industrial and commercial secrets. “The
subject matter of trade secrets is usually defined in broad terms and includes sales
methods, distribution methods, consumer profiles, advertising strategies, lists of
suppliers and clients, and manufacturing processes. While a final determination of
what information constitutes a trade secret will depend on the circumstances of
each individual case, clearly unfair practices in respect of secret information include
industrial or commercial espionage, breach of contract and breach of confidence.”22
It is important to note that trade secrets are protected without any formal
procedure; therefore there is no specific time limitation to them. That said there are
some specific conditions in order for the information to be considered a trade secret.
“While these conditions vary from country to country, some general standards exist
which are referred to in Art. 39 of the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement):
•

•
•

The information must be secret (i.e. it is not generally known among, or
readily accessible to, circles that normally deal with the kind of information
in question)
It must have commercial value because it is a secret
It must have been subject to reasonable steps by the rightful holder of the
information to keep it secret (e.g., through confidentiality agreements).”23

4.7. E commerce
E commerce and IP
“There are several reasons why IP is important to E-Commerce and e-commerce is
important to IP. E-Commerce, more than other business systems, often involves
selling products and services that are based on IP and its licensing. Music, pictures,
photos, software, designs, training modules, systems, etc. can all be traded through
E-Commerce, in which case, IP is the main component of value in the transaction. IP
is important because the things of value that are traded on in Internet must be
protected, using technological security systems and IP laws, or else they can be
stolen or pirated and whole businesses can be destroyed.

22

23
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Also, IP is involved in making E-Commerce work. He systems that allow the Internet
to function – software, networks, design, chips, routers and switches, the user
interface, and so on – are forms of IP and often protected by IP rights. Trademarks
are an essential part of E-Commerce business, as branding, customer recognition
and good will, essential elements of Web-based business, are protected by
trademarks and unfair competition law.
E-Commerce businesses and Internet related businesses are based on product or
patent licensing. This is because so many different technologies are required to
create a product that companies often outsource the development of some
component of products, or share technologies through licensing arrangements. If
every company has to develop and produce all technological aspects of every
product independently, development of high technology products would be
impossible. The economics of E-Commerce depends on companies working to share,
through licensing, the opportunities and risks of business. Many of these companies
are SMEs.
Finally, E-Commerce based businesses usually hold a great deal of their value in IP;
so the valuation of your E-Commerce business will be affected by whether you have
protected your IP. Many E-Commerce companies, like other technology companies,
have patent portfolios and trademarks that enhance the value of their business.”24

4.8. Practical activity
It is important to remember there are different ways in which to protect your IP and
that when you do protect your IP through copyright, trademarks etc you have a
number of rights. It is important for SME to have the full information to know what
is the best type of IP protection for them. Please see the table below:
Rights conferred
Trade
marks

24

• A trade mark is an exclusive right over the use of a sign in relation to the goods
and services for which it is registered. This exclusive right generally allows its
owner to prevent others from using the same or similar signs for identical or
related goods and/or services as those protected by the trade mark in the
course of trade, without the owner’s prior permission. Trade marks are territorial
rights, which means that they only produce effects in the territory where they are
registered.

World Intellectual Property Organization
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• A patent is an exclusive right granted for the protection of an invention (a
product or a process). The patent holder generally enjoys the exclusive right to
prevent third parties from commercially exploiting their invention, that is,
manufacturing, selling or using it. This does not automatically include the right
to exploit the patented invention, which may be subject to restrictions for
reasons such as security or public health. Patents are territorial rights, which
means that they only produce effects in the territory where they are registered.

Patents

Industrial
designs

Copyright

• An industrial design is an exclusive right granted for the protection of the outward
appearance of the whole or part of a product resulting from the features and/or
ornamentation of the product. The holder of a registered design generally has the
exclusive right to use it and to prevent third parties from using it commercially
without the owner’s prior consent.
In the EU a special regime for unregistered designs confers their owners
protection only against deliberate copying, that is, the right to prevent third
parties from making a commercial use of their design if it has been copied but
not if the third parties have created a similar or identical design independently.
Industrial designs are territorial rights, which means that they only produce
effects in the territory where they are registered.
• Copyright is the term used to describe the rights that creators have over their
literary, scientific and artistic works. The rights arising under copyright can be
classified into two categories: economic rights and moral rights. Economic rights
generally confer copyright holders the right to authorise or prohibit the making
and distribution of copies as well as communication to the public. Moral rights
generally confer authors a right to claim authorship, as well as a right to object
to a distortion or mutilation of their work, which would negatively affect their
honour or reputation. Copyrights are territorial rights, which means that they only
produce effects in the territory where they are registered.

Table courtesy of European IPR Helpdesk – Fact Sheet “IP enforcement: asserting your rights”

Of course different IP protection has its own benefits and drawbacks for a quick
guide to these please see the table below:
Pros

Copyright

•
•
•
•

Automatic protection
No registration costs
Moral rights can be perpetual
Long-term protection for economic
rights
• Software and databases can also be
protected by copyright

Cons
• Requirement to qualify as a work
• No priority
• 20 years protection for
neighbouring/related rights
• There may be some extra
requirements for designs to be
copyrighted in some countries
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•
•
•
•

Costly and lengthy procedures
20 years protection
Disclosure requirement
Extra requirement for software to
receive European patent protection

Patents

• Exclusive rights
• 12 months priority
• Stronger protection

Industrial
designs

• 3 years protection for unregistered
designs
• 6 months priority
• Harmonisation at EU level
• Some harmonisation at international
level

• Maximum non-renewable 25 years
protection for registered Community
designs
• No renewable protection for
unregistered Community designs

Databases

• Exclusive rights
• Secure protection

• No priority
• EU right only
• 15 years protection

Trade
marks

• Renewable indefinitely for periods of
10 years
• 6 months priority
• Harmonisation at EU level
• Some harmonisation at international
level

• Obligation to use

Table courtesy of European IPR Helpdesk – Fact Sheet “Copyright Essentials”

Chapter 5 – IP as a business asset
5.1. The value of IP asset
The value of IP assets cannot be understated, “Valuation of intellectual property
rights is part of the good management of intellectual property within an
organisation. Indeed, knowing the economic value and importance of the
intellectual property rights you create and develop assists in the strategic decisions
to be taken on the assets, but also facilitates the commercialisation and transactions
concerning intellectual property rights”25.
There are many reasons for an SME to have an IP valuation, there are also many
business situations where an IP valuation is crucial.
“a) Valuation of a company for the purposes of a merger, acquisition, joint
venture or bankruptcy.

25

European IPR Helpdesk – Fact Sheet “Intellectual Property Valuation”
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Companies are increasingly based on intangible assets and investment in
knowledge. Indeed, according to studies, expenditures on knowledge,
through investments in R&D or software, have grown at a higher rate than
expenditures in tangibles26. This change in investments has consequently
been reflected by a heavy importance of intangible assets in companies.
Therefore, to know the value of companies it is essential to know the value
of their intellectual property.

b) Negotiations to sell or license intellectual property rights.
As in other business transactions, organisations negotiating agreements to
sell or licence intellectual property rights commonly have to agree on a price.
Knowing the value of the intellectual property right is essential to reach such
an agreement, but also to make sure the parties are engaging in a good deal.

c) Support in situations of conflict, such as court proceedings or alternative
dispute resolution mechanisms (such as arbitration).
In scenarios of conflict, quantification of damages is often a necessary step
of the process. The correct valuation of the intellectual property right at
stake is therefore essential to guarantee a fair recovery of the damages.

d) Fund raising through bank loans or venture capital.
Valuation of the intellectual property to be used as security for bank loans or
to attract venture capital and investors is essential. Indeed, several studies
reveal that, in particular, owning patents and a proper IP management play
a crucial role in the decision of venture capitalists27.

26

Creating Value from Intellectual Assets, Policy Brief, Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development (OECD), 2007.
27

Kamiyama, S., J. Sheehan and C. Martinez (2006), “Valuation and Exploitation of Intellectual
Property”, OECD Science, Technology and Industry Working Papers, 2006/085, OECD Publishing.
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e) Assisting internal decision making.
Valuation also plays a role on decisions concerning the patenting strategies
and country selection for registration of intellectual property rights, or can
assist organisations to identify weaknesses such as ownership uncertainties
that have an impact in the value of the intellectual property rights and on
decisions for the exploitation of such assets.

f) For accounting and taxation purposes.
Organisations are required to report on their assets, including their
intangible assets. Valuation is therefore a necessary step, as well as in
situations of tax planning involving intellectual property”28.

5.2.

Auditing your IP

“Valuation of intellectual property can be performed in-house or outsourced to a
professional entity. If performing it in-house, organisations must be aware that this
should be a team effort, involving several staff members with legal, technical,
financial, marketing and strategic expertise.
To assist in particular SMEs performing basic valuation in-house, several national
intellectual property offices in the European Union and other public organisations
have created free tools, such as the following:
✓ IPscore
IPscore is a unique evaluation tool of the European Patent Office (EPO)
developed to provide a comprehensive evaluation of patents and
technological development projects. It is a simple, user-friendly tool that can
be used by all companies that have a portfolio of patents and development
projects .
It provides:

28
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• a basis for identifying the conditions that create value for the patent or
development project. A strong evaluation profile, with tried and tested
assessment factors and new reports, provides a comprehensive evaluation
of the various conditions determining the value of a patent or development
project.
• a basis for assessment and valuation of the patent or development project.
A quantitative financial module works out a financial forecast and thereby
determines the financial order of magnitude in the overall qualitative
evaluation.
✓ IP Tradeportal
The Danish Patent and Trademark Office has developed a portal with the
purpose of helping businesses to better exploit their knowledge by trading
their intellectual property rights. On the portal page you can find a set of
tools for trading rights, including on valuation6 .
✓ IP Healthcheck
As part of the IP Healthcheck series, the UK Intellectual Property Office has
published a booklet on Agreeing a price for intellectual property rights to
help companies on the valuation of their intellectual property assets in the
context of business transactions”29 .
There are two main approaches to how intellectual property is audited and valued
these are generally categorised as quantitative valuation and qualitative valuation.

29
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Table courtesy of European IPR Helpdesk – Fact Sheet “Intellectual Property Valuation”

“While the quantitative approach relies on numerical and measurable data with the
purpose to calculate the economic value of the intellectual property, the qualitative
approach is focused on the analysis of the characteristics (such as the legal strength
of the patent) and uses of the intellectual property. Several methodologies are used
on the quantitative approach, but generally they can be grouped in four methods:
1. cost-based method - This method is based on the principle that there is a
direct relation between the costs expended in the development of the
intellectual property and its economic value.
2. market-based method - The market-based valuation method relies on the
estimation of value based on similar market transactions (e.g. similar licence
agreements) of comparable intellectual property rights. Given that often the
asset under valuation is unique, the comparison is performed in terms of
utility, technological specificity and property, having also in consideration
the perception of the asset by the market.
3. income-based method - This method is based on the principle that the value
of an asset is intrinsic to the (expected) income flows it generates. After the
income is estimated, the result is discounted by an appropriate discount
factor with the objective to adjust it to the present circumstances and
therefore to determine the present value of the intellectual property.
4. option-based method - Differently from the other methods, the option
methodology takes into consideration the options and opportunities related
to the investment. It relies on option pricing models (e.g. Black-Scholes) for
stock options to achieve a valuation of a given intellectual property asset”30.

Whereas the qualitative approach is more of an evaluation that “does not rely on
analytical data. In fact, the valuation in this method is performed through the
analysis of different indicators with the purpose of rating the intellectual property
right, i.e. of determining its importance”31.

30
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It is very important to know which is the best method for you when it comes to
selecting the best form of auditing your IP. There are advantages and disadvantages
to each method of auditing. Please see the table below for a simple breakdown of
these please see the table below.

Table courtesy of European IPR Helpdesk – Fact Sheet “Intellectual Property Valuatio

5.3. Practical activity
As has been mentioned throughout the document the importance of protecting IP
as an SME cannot be understated. IPR has an essential role when it comes to
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generating incentives for innovation by giving the owners property monopoly rights.
These rights also allow companies to maintain their competitiveness and their place
in the market.
It is important to remember that even if as an SME you have registered a design or
a trade mark, registration alone will not prevent others from trying to copy your
product.
It is understood that one of the best way for SMEs to show their products is by
attending trade fairs. Trade fairs though a great tool when establishing business and
showcasing products it is of extreme importance to know your IPR before attending
trade fairs.
“The first necessary step is to identify the subject matter involved in the technology,
product or service and any material, which you intend to show at the trade fair. This
analysis will allow you to identify the forms of protection potentially available for
each type of subject matter, since often more than one form of protection could be
applicable.

Table courtesy of European IPR Helpdesk – Fact Sheet “Intellectual property management at trade fairs”

If you are not already protected, you should seek to secure protection in the country
where the trade fair is being held. It is therefore best practice to file registration
application for patents, utility models and registered industrial designs and trade
marks as soon as possible before the trade fair.
Once granted protection, it is important to attach notices that your products and
materials are protected by IPRs. Even though attaching such notices is not
mandatory in most countries, nor do they confer protection, they can be very
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beneficial. Indeed, this is an easy way to tell customers and competitors that a
product has been registered, thus helping to prevent infringements.”32

5.4. SMEs tolls – Summary of the big Issues
There are many issues when it comes to SMEs and IPR, but it is important to
remember that IP may assist SMEs in nearly every aspect of their business
development and competitive strategy: from product development and design, to
service delivery and marketing, and to raising financial resources, expanding SMEs’
business internationally through licensing and franchising. In all cases, SMEs should
consider how best to use their IP to their own benefit.
It is also of the upmost importance that SMEs “systematically consider the steps to
required for protecting, managing and enforcing it, so as to get the best possible
commercial results from its ownership. If you are using intellectual property that
belongs to others, then you should consider buying it or acquiring the rights to use
it by taking a license in order to avoid a dispute and consequent expensive litigation.
Almost every SME has a trade name or one or more trademarks and should consider
protecting them. Most SMEs will have valuable confidential business information,
from customers’ lists to sales tactics that they may wish to protect. A large number
would have developed creative original designs. Many would have produced, or
assisted in the publication, dissemination or retailing of a copyrighted work. Some
may have invented or improved a product or service.”33 All of these can be protected
through IPR. Therefore it is of the upmost importance for all SMEs to know their
rights and to protect their IP in the correct form.
If you are unsure please see the table below for a very brief summary of these, for
more information please see the text in the section heading above.

32
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Table courtesy of European IPR Helpdesk – Fact Sheet “Intellectual property management at trade fairs”

It is also important for SMEs to remeber that IPRs are territorial. IPRs are effective
only in the country or region where protection has been applied for and granted. If
it is apart of your SMEs long term business plan to internationalise it is advised for
SMEs to apply in the countries they wish to expant to in order to prevent
infringement.
“An IP infringement is generally definied as an unlawful and unautherised use of
intellectual assets protected by IPR. Defining whether a particular act is infringement
depends on several factors and in particular the type of the IPR which indeed grants
right holders with specific prerogatives.
Therefore organisations must be familiar with the IP rules applicable to the IP asset
concerned and see to what extent they can enforce their rights.”34
If your rights have been infringed upon it is important to take the correct steps. The
first step is to nsure you contest the right person. “When organisations become
aware about the infringement of their rights, they need to precisely identify the
alleged infringers in order to eventually bring to an end the infringing activity.
Hence, it is important to ascertain who is the person or the organisation carrying out
the infringing acts, both directly or indirectly. Also, in the latter case it must be
established whether an alleged co-infringer has merely induced another to commit

34

European IPR Helpdesk – Fact Sheet “Defending and enforcing IP”
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the incriminated act, or has contributed to the infrigeent through conduct intended
to allow the violation to take place, namely the contributory liability.” 35
The next step is to send a letter of demand. “The letter of demand, also known as
cease and desist letter, which is commonly used to approach the person who is
supposedly infringing the IP rights. The letter will advise the alleged infringer that a
court actuion may be taken if the infringing activities do not stop within a cerain
period of time. Togeher with this firm intention, the letter should contain a
specification about the IP rights violated and the supposed infringing actions.” 36
Another action that can be taken in order to enforce IP is the customs action. “IP
owners can in fact apply a notice with the customs authorities to stop shipments of
infringing goods directly at the EU border. The intevention application requests the
inspection of possible infringing goods imported from or exporting to a third
countries and, where the customs find grounds for infrigements, their consequent
seizures.”37
If the infringer is unwlling to stop its unlawful activity it is then up to the SME to
decide what futher action to take. “In a simplificed scenario, two options are
possible: to settle or to litigate.
Summing up, there exists:
•
•
•

Private prosecution, related to both criminal and non-criminal acts
(accidental and wilful infringements)
Public prosecution, which only applies to criminal acts (and usually it requires
wilful infringement)
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR), mostly applied for non-criminal acts.

Should organisations opt for one of these routes, it is imperative that you seek legal
advice and assistance from an IP professional before taking any action.”38

35

European IPR Helpdesk – Fact Sheet “Defending and enforcing IP”

36

European IPR Helpdesk – Fact Sheet “Defending and enforcing IP”

37

European IPR Helpdesk – Fact Sheet “Defending and enforcing IP”

38

European IPR Helpdesk – Fact Sheet “Defending and enforcing IP”
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Chapter 6 – Useful tools
This chapter will include useful links to videos, further readings, extra resources, etc.
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

The main source is World Intellectual Property Organization
http://www.wipo.int/sme/en/ which is an electronic, multi-media, open
access and it’s online platform with all information. WIPO Magazine articles
for SMEs.
Among the several further resources within the educational fields made
available such as; National IP offices e.g. Patents Office Ireland:
https://www.patentsoffice.ie/en/About-Us/IP-for-Business/
To register a Europe wide trademark it can be done via the EUIPO website:
https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en
The European IPR Helpdesk: https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/
WIPO is a global database that provides free of charge access to legal
information on intellectual property (IP) such as treaties administered by
WIPO, other IP-related treaties, and laws and regulations of the Members
States of WIPO, the United Nations and the World Trade Organization:
http://www.wipo.int/wipolex/en/
Directory
of
Intellectual
Property
Offices:
http://www.wipo.int/directory/en/urls.jsp
European Patents office: https://www.epo.org/index.html
Corrigendum to Directive 2004/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 29 April 2004 on the enforcement of intellectual property rights:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32004L0048R%2801%29
To calculate the average cost of IP protection – trademarks, patents in
European countries: http://innovaccess.eu/costs/calculator
Lean
Business
Ireland,
Innovation
Health
check:
https://www.leanbusinessireland.ie/about-us/are-you-an-enterpriseireland-client/innovation-health-check/
EU IPR Healthdesk, IP for Enterprise Europe Network, mapping tool:
https://iprhelpdesk.eu/ip4een/index.html
Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation – Paper on Intellectual
Property:
https://dbei.gov.ie/en/What-We-Do/Innovation-ResearchDevelopment/Intellectual-Property/
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•

Entrerprise Ireland, Reseach and Innovation: https://www.enterpriseireland.com/en/Research-Innovation/Companies/Source-licence-newtechnologies/Enterprise-Europe-Network-EEN-.html

•

Irish
Trade
Mark
Act
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/1996/act/6/enacted/en/html

1996:

CHAPTER 7 – Module assessment

This chapter will include an assessment test/quiz including true/false, multiple
choice questions, etc. to test the understanding as well as acquisition of main topics
and tools presented, explained and demonstrated in this module. Assessment plays
a major role in how students learn, their motivation to learn and how trainers teach
in the learning process, helping them to gain insight into what learners understand,
how they learn, and how they can be better served.
After the completion of the training, participants should be able to answer the
following main questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is Intellectual Property (IP)?
What are Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)?
Why should I deal with IP/IPR issues? Why should IP be an integral part of
my business strategy?
Which IP protection tools exist/can I use (e. g. trademarks, patents etc.)?
How can IPR be enforced?
What are the basic mechanisms of making money with IP?
What does IP management mean?
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MODULE 6 – PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING
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1. Competence profile
Strategic planning is a disciplined effort to determine and realise the intermediate-term
goals of the enterprise. In the end, it produces fundamental decisions and actions that shape
and guide what an organization is, who it serves, what it does and why. With a focus on the
future, effective strategic planning also articulates how an organization will know if it is
successful. A successful strategic plan sets priorities, focuses energy and resources,
strengthens operations, and ensures that employees and other stakeholders are working
toward common goals. Strategic planning answers three key questions:
•
•
•

Where are we?
Where are we going?
How will we get there?

The strategic planning process is created by addressing the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Mission statement
Vision statement
Fiscal year priorities
Action plans
Monthly monitoring and managing meetings

After the mission and vision statements are finished, goal setting begins to define fiscal year
priorities for an intermediate term. “SMART” goals, which are simple, measurable,
achievable, results oriented and time sensitive, are recommended to be set, while goals,
which are “too easy” or do not boost performance, are to be avoided. The following
categories of goals can be considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial
Customer service
Employee-based
Internal business process
Image
Reputation
Community relations and philanthropy
Sales and marketing

Through the operative planning, the strategically wanted is being realised through action
plans as well as controlled through monitoring. So under operative planning all intermediate
term plans are segmented in near-term plans in order to realise the planning measurements
for the fulfilment of the company targets. Thereby the operative planning consists of
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different areas like the operational planning, costs and performance calculating or
controlling.
Strategic and operative planning usually take the form of a business plan, i.e. a formal
statement of business goals, reasons they are attainable, and plans for reaching them. It
may also contain background information about the organization or team attempting to
reach those goals.
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2. Learning objectives
The main learning objectives of Project Management and Planning will include:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

enabling learners to understand the fundamental importance of strategic
and operative planning and project management, to understand the
relationships between them;
providing guidelines for designing efficient business strategies that take full
advantage of the available resources;
presenting the highly developed personal skills and performance
competencies needed for strategic and operative planning, as well as project
management;
enabling learners to identify priority areas for improvement and harmonise
them with the business strategy;
making learners to become more constructive in planning and implementing
identified improvements;
making participants capable of aligning projects to corporate goals;
helping learners achieve an in-depth knowledge of project management, i.e.
the skills on leading, planning, organising and supervising complex projects,
even multiple projects at once, if needed, within their enterprise in order to
be able to reach set objectives in terms of results and efficiency; as well as
to invent, appraise, select, plan, control and manage projects;
helping learners to better understand the opportunities and challenges that
stem from agile project management;
helping students to develop the ability to research, plan and manage a small
to medium sized project to its successful conclusion;
making participants of the module to be able to apply project management
knowledge and skills to day-to-day operational, as well as to ad-hoc projects;
providing practical assistance in project cost estimation, risk management
and scheduling, start-up, progress management, change control and project
audit;
developing critical awareness and thinking across project management
issues and their impact on the success of a project;
aligning the current needs of startups and small businesses in project
management with education in best market practices;
making learners to trust their own solutions more and be able to
substantiate and implement them with less effort thanks to the newly
attained theoretical and practical knowledge and experience;
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•

developing students' collaborative and team working skills by encouraging
work in groups.
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3.Training priorities
In 2006 the European Union proposed 8 key competences for lifelong learning, one
of which was ‘a sense of initiative and entrepreneurship’, necessary for all members
of a knowledge-based society. In addition, in the European Commission’s Proposal
for a Council Recommendation on Key Competences for LifeLong Learning dated
17.1.2018, creativity and the ability to plan and manage processes are highlighted
as essential dimensions of an entrepreneurial mind-set. The Entrepreneurship
Competence Framework is made up of 15 competences, one of which is Planning
and Management as illustrated in the figure below:

Successful people are generally those who have an attitude of not just adapting to
changing circumstances, but who anticipate the direction of change and who can
thrive in dynamic environments.
Projects, due to their temporary nature, are the tools meant to allow entrepreneurs
to deal with complex and turbulent environments.
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The overall priority of this module is to point out and provide education for startups
and small businesses on why and how project management is done and what are
the success factors of an efficient project management:
1. Alignment with the long-term goals of the enterprise
Executing high-impact, high-visibility projects that align with the long-term goals of
companies. If time is spent executing minor, non-value added or siloed projects,
company resources are not only being squandered, potentially more desirable
opportunities may be as well. The project manager should have a clear
understanding of the direct line from project to strategic direction.
Every project should deliver change to the business in a way that will impact the
organization's culture. Improving the organization's culture should be a requirement
for all projects that will enable the business to become more agile, streamlined and
flexible. Business moves at the speed of thought and projects have to deliver at that
same speed while addressing these three critical requirements.
The project manager should remain in a perpetual state of improvement. It is
necessary to continually review processes, internal resources, technologies, culture,
etc., to make sure stakeholder needs and strategic goals are being met. What works
today isn’t necessarily going to work tomorrow. Project managers need to
continually evolve to keep pace.
2. Requisite skills in line with the main characteristics of projects
What skills do great project managers need? In truth, they need many degrees of
expertise, some of which are obvious and others less so. The key, of course, is being
able to manage a project on time and on budget, by gaining the confidence of all
stakeholders and leading a highly motivated team to a successful outcome.
One of the first jobs of a project manager is to make sure that the budget is realistic
and can meet the financial needs of the project, and, to control those costs through
the execution of the project. The majority of projects have financial constraints and
a very tight budget. It takes a great deal of skill to figure out how to squeeze every
cent out of those limited funds.
Every project is unique and complex. The ability to think on your feet and solve
problems are keys to the success of any project leader. Resources may be curtailed,
key aspects of the project delayed for a variety of reasons, but a project manager
must find the solution. No matter what the situation, a project manager always stays
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calm and is capable of critical thinking. Planning a project, big or small, is inherent
with risk. It’s part of the job to see those issues before they become problems. Good
leadership is needed from start to completion, ensuring all stakeholders are kept
briefed and the team fully engaged and motivated. A project manager needs to get
the team behind him/her, and must work on building the team spirit continuously.
An effective project manager will excel at building trust. Delegating work and
responsibility says team members can be trusted to assume responsibility for key
tasks. And last, but not least, a sense of humor helps us having a different
perspective, it allows us to see a problem differently.
Projects are goal-oriented. Project leaders must communicate their visions clearly
and in a way that everyone can grasp it. They must also be able to provide regular
constructive feedback to the project team. Regular communication lets the team
know the project manager is fully in control and alert to any problems. Project
managers stay in touch with all stakeholders, and if problems arise they know how
to communicate the changes. The communication tools range from email to
smartphone, or one-on-one meetings, and project managers are skilled at using
them to stay in touch with their team. Being good at negotiation is sort of a subset
of communications. Leading a project means you’re in constant negotiations.
The only way to achieve the goals of the project within the timeframe that has been
decided on is to breakdown that goal into tasks on a timeline. That’s scheduling, and
it’s the heart of what a project manager does: setting up a realistic schedule and
then managing the resources to keep on track so the project can be successfully
concluded on time. There are many tools that can help with this process, chief
among them an online Gantt chart, which provides a visual of the schedule with
tasks, durations of those tasks, dependencies and milestones.
3. Key performance indicators to be applied
Key performance indicators (KPIs) play an important role in helping to identify the
required and agreed-on strategic objectives and measure progress. Whether
quantitative or qualitative KPIs are used, they should be the basis of regular report
on progress. They should be able to provide considerable visibility into the
performance with absolute confidence.
Project leaders need to sit down with project sponsors, executives, stakeholders,
and teams at the start of any project and nail down the precise information each is
looking for regarding KPIs and ongoing project insights. If this is something that’s
murky from the start, how can a project manager determine the types of data they
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need to sift through to gather useful, timely and relevant business intelligence. Too
much information can be just as bad as no information. Ensure the right tools are in
place to offer each area with relevant to-the-point dashboards that can provide ata-glance takeaways. It should be a project manager's goal to seek and leverage tools
that help them capture pertinent real-time data from multiple sources and display
it visually so teams can quickly and easily access KPIs in an instant. This helps teams
and stakeholders to understand how they are performing and where they are in
relation to project goals in an instant.
One of the most prominent contemporary trends in general management (strategic
and operational management) is the increasingly frequent project-based work
organisation in both the private and public sectors. Project management in the
twenty-first century is associated with the implementation of changes in
organisations, ensuring economic benefits of project results and positive social and
environmental impact for present and future generations.
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4.Module structure
Chapter 1 - Introduction
In its modern form, project management dates back to the early 1950s, although its
roots go further back to the latter years of the 19th century. As businesses realised
the benefits of organising work around projects, a defined method of project
management emerged.
By applying project management a business can meet customer expectations more
efficiently, thus can achieve better results and can improve overall performance.
Even if someone is an experienced manager, a review of the critical - and most basic
- elements of project management can inform and improve how effectively he/she
takes projects from concept to concrete plan and through to completion.
The role of the project manager is one of great responsibility. The project manager's
job is to direct, supervise and control the project from beginning to end. Project
managers should not carry out project work - managing the project is enough:
defining the project and its final goal, reducing it to a set of manageable tasks,
obtaining appropriate resources, building and motivating a team to perform the
work on time, informing all stakeholders of the progress on a regular basis, assessing
and monitoring, as well as mitigating the risks to the project.
No project ever goes quite as planned. Project managers must learn to adapt to and
manage change. Project managers need a set of skills in order to be successful:
leadership, people management (customers, suppliers, functional managers and
project team), effective communication (verbal and written), influencing,
negotiation, conflict management, planning, contract management, estimating,
problem solving, creative thinking, time management etc. Psychologically, they
must be results-oriented self-starters with a high tolerance for ambiguity because
little is clear-cut in today's tumultuous business environment.

Chapter 2 – Goals
At the end of this module, startups and owners of small businesses will be equipped
to lead, plan, organise and oversee complex projects efficiently and effectively.
Learners will also learn to lead teams based on the development of executive skills
and techniques required. In short, through project participants of the module will
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be able to minimise risks, creating new opportunities and achieving the objectives
that have been set for their business.
The module introduces the concept of projects, project management and the tools
and techniques used to manage projects.
In this module participants will discuss the pros and cons of using formal project
management methods to complete project work. We will review the project
management process groups (Initiating, Planning, Executing, Monitoring and
Controlling, Closing).
Finally we will examine some of the common project management tools and
techniques participants may encounter in their work.

Chapter 3 – Why do we need project management?
A project is a planned change or development, taking place in any field of our lives,
including also our enterprise, if we have one. On the other hand, routine tasks
executed during our daily work do not qualify as projects.
Virtually every entrepreneur runs projects for the development of something new
in the business – either formally or informally. The following types of projects may
occur in enterprises:
•
•
•

Investment (eg. establishment of the premises)
Organisational restructuring (eg. introduction of ISO standards)
Program or event (eg. participation at an exhibition)

In the relevant literature, projects are grouped in numerous other ways, as well. For
example, information technology projects or research and development projects
could be determined as separate types of projects.
It is the task of the management to plan, organise, lead or command, coordinate, motivate
and control the enterprise to accomplish the goals or targets set and achieve the
development of the enterprise through a series of planned processes called project
management.
Project (cycle) management is a recognised core business competency, incorporating:
•

the initiation or the project idea
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•
•
•
•
•

the planning and developing
the approval or decision
the procurement of resources
the execution and monitoring and
finally the evaluation.

During project management we have to bear in mind that projects are always distinctive,
complex, goal-oriented and have a strict time frame with limited resources and budget
constraints.

3.1 Strategic planning
Every business carries on strategic planning to determine the actions of the
enterprise to be taken to achieve a long-term or overall aim, although the formality
of that process varies greatly from one company to the next. Strategic planning may
become inevitable for an entrepreneur in the following cases:
• failure to achieve the desired goals;
• loss of direction after a merger or restructure;
• a new team focused on a common vision is needed to be built;
• team leaders under extreme stress;
• the work has lost its exciting or inspiring character;
• business culture within the entreprise becoming less results oriented;
• teams within the enterprise do not co-operate in the best interest of the
organisation;
• need for change in paradigm or business culture;
• lack of strategic direction among team leaders;
• teams require new opportunities.
The strategy an entrepreneur intends to follow can be very different from the
strategy that actually gets realized. Without determining a connection to
execution, the strategy is merely loose words, without relevance to the
enterprise's day-to-day operations. Disconnects happen in many places –
employees don't understand the strategy, managers don't have incentives tied
to strategy, sufficient time is not dedicated to revisiting, maturing and refining
the strategy over the course of the year, and budgets are not linked to strategy.
Moreover, not all the great strategic ideas come from management. A truly
balanced organization includes a feedback loop to allow strategic concepts to
also flow upward. It is project (cycle) management to ensure that strategic
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planning is kept in alignment with operative planning, as well as implementation
in order to achieve the improvement of performance.

3.2 Operative planning
It is particularly important for a newly established or startup enterprise to operate
through changes generated by inherent requirements or by customer demand. All
changes need to be determined based on market research or benchmark analysis.
This is followed by a situation assessment, for example a SWOT analysis, describing
the starting point from where to achieve given business goals.
Operative planning usually also includes the collection of possible alternatives,
different solutions that may lead us to the desired outcome, change in the
enterprise.
It is the responsibility of the project manager to decide which alternative solution to
implement. In the case of particularly complex projects, even feasibility studies
might needed to be prepared in order to ensure properly grounded decisions. Such
a feasibility study entail the examination of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the technical or technological risks
the differences between the alternatives with regard to sustainability
the financial risks
cost-effectiveness
the public relations aspect
the socio-economic risks
how these alternative solutions can be organised or managed.

A well detailed plan is needed to be able to acquire supporters, investors and other
financing.

3.3 The business plan
It is essential for all entrepreneurs to prepare the most thorough business plan
possible, either they wish to start a new business, merge with or acquire an existing
enterprise or expand their activities. A broad business plan is not the privilege of
large multinational companies! According to the statistics the half of young
enterprises fail within the first three years of their operation. The reasons behind
this appalling fact is the lack of a worked-out business plan. With the help of business
planning an enterprise can avoid mistakes that may even cause business failure and
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can explore opportunities earlier unknown. It is thus worth devoting sufficient time
to working out a good business plan.
Business plans have three aims: planning, evaluation and the acquisition of finances.
In the process of planning the entrepreneur is forced to reconsider all aspects and
details. The success of the enterprise is measured by the extent to which the goals
set in the business plan have been achieved. During evaluation we examine which
tools and strategies have been efficient and which external factors have influenced
our business. All this information may be used in the next period of planning in order
to make it more realistic and thus feasible. The business plans generally provide
entry to the world of creditors and investors.
During the process of business planning we first have to elaborate the business idea
which as a result will be become viable and feasible based on the information
obtained about the external factors. By the time we get to the end of the process of
business planning, we might have had to revise our previous concepts several times,
as new data and information emerge.
The form of the business plan is quite set which makes it easy to systemise our
thoughts and prevents us from leaving anything important out. It is advisable that
the person writing the business plan is someone having the deepest insight and the
most information about the issue and who will most likely be managing the business
on a daily basis. This person might of course consult external experts at some points
of the business planning process (eg. an accountant to help with the financial plan)
but even in these instances the person responsible for the business plan must be
fully aware of, understand and approve of the entire plan.
Business plans are usually prepared for a 12-month period but longer, 2-4 year plans
are also customary. A good business plan includes at least the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

table of contents
executive summary
market analysis
description of the business concept
business goals
marketing plan
organisational plan
operations plan
human resources plan
risk analysis
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•
•

financial plan
appendices

Typical structure for a business plan for a start up venture:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

cover page and table of contents

executive summary
mission statement
business description
business environment analysis

SWOT analysis
industry background

competitor analysis
market analysis
marketing plan
operations plan
management summary

financial plan
attachments and milestones.

In the process of business planning we need to take into account the risks involved:
•

•
•

the expected reaction of the competitors (we can minimise this risk if our
business has a strong competitive advantage or very positive/unique
differentiator)
external factors (we can protect our business from these risks by taking
precautions eg. insurance)
internal factors (different scenarios could be made to evade these risks)

All materials, documents underlying our planning process or concepts (i.e. research
results, declaration of intent by the owner to lease the premises, curriculum vitae of
the management etc.) must be attached to the business plan. Also other detailed
information of high volume and not to be included in the main text of the business
plan (photos of products, draft advertisements, technology descriptions etc.) should
be attached in the appendices. It is recommended to number the appendices and
refer to them in the main text accordingly, this way making our business plan
transparent and easily manageable.

3.4 Practical activity
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You would like to open a patisserie with a unique innovation. For example you might
decide to robotise part of your business or develop a mobile application.
Prepare your mini business plan in sketch. Makes notes of what mission you wish to
fulfil with your innovation. Write a short description of your business. Make a SWOT
analysis. - What are the strengths, weaknesses, opportunitites and threats related
to your business? Who are your competitors? Explain the market of your business.
– Who are your customers? What kind of marketing tools and channels do you wish
to use? Explain your human and financial resources.
One of the most important tasks in business planning is to think over thoroughly
your future plans. Through planning you will be forced to confront your ideas with
the reality. The planning process may often lead you to discover a new competitive
advantage or market opportunity, but may also reveal the mistakes of your idea.
The goal of the business plan is to prove that the owner of the business has
considered thoroughly how to launch and operate the patisserie. Don’t forget that
you will need a strategic partner to help you from the start, so your business plan
has to be really convincing!
The business plan is a summary of what you wish to achieve with your business and
how you wish to use your different resources for this goal. How can you ensure the
person(s) providing financial support for your project a return on their investment?

Chapter 4 - How do we manage projects?

4.1 Budget management
All our plans and actions should be backed from the financial side. The source of our
finances could be owner’s equity, money from our family and friends, other
subsidies or loan. We need to make a list of all equipment, machines and human
resources needed for the new project, priced and added to the operational costs
(rental fees, salaries and wages, utility costs, inventories so on) and in this way we
end up with the sum of capital required by our project. When planning the budget
of the project, we need to write request for price quotes.
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The invested and current assets needed for the project are to be included in the
opening balance sheet. The other side of the balance sheet contains the
opportunities and liabilities that provide the financial source for the project.
We also have to work out a so-called cash flow plan which is advised to be prepared
in an Excel sheet with a chronological (monthly) breakdown of incomes, the owner’s
equity, subsidies, grants etc.) and expenses (raw material, wage and salary, taxes
and contriutions and other costs). Summing up of the incomes and expenses could
be useful for other financial calculations eg. the expected profit or the break-even
point. The ratio of incomes and expenses is very important, for it indicates the rate
of profitability. The break-even point indicates that incomes equal expenses. The
aim of all profit-oriented businesses is to produce more incomes than expenses on
the long-term.
Most projects cannot be realised without external funding. Managing both the own
contribution and the external funds, which often need to be advanced by the
enterprise temporarily (sometimes by taking out a loan) in order to ensure a project
financially is quite a difficult job.

4.2 Task management
The activities of the project must be thoroughly planned and implemented
accordingly. We have to think of all tasks that would arise in the project. We then
have to examine which tasks can be executed simultaneously and which tasks
depend on others. We need to be able to see clearly the way the different activities
build on each other and we must also exploit parallel activities to maximise
efficiency of project implementation.
Once our structure of activities has been prepared, we need to assess whether we
have sufficient human resources, equipment, technologies etc. to allocate to each
activity. Concrete numbers of staff and quantitites of equipment must be
determined. If it can be foreseen that at some point of our project we will lack the
required amount of resources, we need to decide on purchasing, acquiring or
restructuring our project. This is called resource management.

4.3 Scope management
One of the most important part of the project is the goal we wish to obtain with it
in the short- and the long-term. The predetermined goals provide the framework of
the everyday tasks to be done in the project. The goal predefines the outcome of
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the project. If we want to carry out successful projects, we need to set clearly
defined, attainable and motivating goals which can be monitored and evalulated.
Our short-term goals must always be determined both by figures and in writing. We
must pay special attention that the specific goals do not contradict each other. It is
essential that the goal is determined to be met in a feasible time-frame.
The marketing plan consists of the market research, the marketing strategy, the
sales plan, the pricing and advertising.
At the very beginning of a project we need to carry out a market analysis. It means
that we examine the related sector, as well as the markets of the product to be made
or the service to be provided as a result of the project. It is rather risky to enter a
market or secor without having adequate information about it. It is relatively easy
to collect the characteristics of a given market (size, expanding or shrinking, other
tendencies etc.). Since the price of a market research conducted by a specialised
consulting company is usually too high for a small enterprise, it is worth searching
relevant data among the official statistics, the media and the internet or even we
can conduct a public opinion survey among our friends and within our family. In
order to be able to judge whether our project will be successful, we need to find out:
•
•
•

if the market is in expansion (there is an increasing demand for our
product/service)
the exact size of the market (the volume of our product/service sold in the
region in a given period of time)
our potential share of this market.

We also need to map our future competition and our competitive advantage.
Competitors are the businesses providing products or services similar to or
substituting ours. Can we identify the strengths and weaknesses of both the
competitiors’ and our products/services (in terms of servicing, choice, positioning,
image, size of business etc.)? It is needless to say that our aim is to continuously
increase the number of our strengths and reduce the number of our weaknesses
compared to our rivals.
Apart from the market analysis we also need to specify the product/service we plan
to provide or the change we wish to make as a result of the project. We also need
to determine exactly the target group of our project. The target group should be
characterised by demographic data (age, sex, family status, qualifications,
residence) and habits. Key of the efficient marketing plan but also other business
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planning and project management processes is the close description of the target
group. An absolute guarantee of our business success is identification of a market
niche, i.e. a very narrow segment of the market not yet targeted by any other
enterprise. We also need to take into consideration the positioning of the enterprise
(characteristics of the settlement, its surrounding environment, similar businesses
or those with supplementary products/services, nearby, how frequently it is visited
by target group etc.).
A good marketing strategy aims to arouse the subconscious demand of the target
group. Once we have determined the unique element of our business as the scope
of our marketing strategy, it is not very difficult to select the marketing tools
through which to reach our target group. We have to specify the sales channels
(traditional shop, webshop, sales agents etc.) and the differences we provide in
terms of service compared to our rivals.
The prices are rather confined based on the product/service and the target group.
It is wise to align our prices to the competitors, since they have the experience
needed for pricing. Whether our pricing has been successful, will be clear after
calculation of the break-even point and the balance.

4.4 Time management
On our list of tasks with indicated resources, also the time frame must be added so
that we can see when each activity is scheduled to occur and also when the related
finances emerge. This is called time planning. If we find that we cannot pay for any
activity at a given time, restructuring will be needed again. Remember, if you do not
plan a budget item, it does not mean it will not arise in the implementation phase
of the project and it may even cause serious problems in the liquidity of the
enterprise.

4.5 Practical activity

Design a project within the patisserie business outlined in the Practical activity at
3.4. You will be the project manager faced with a specific
problem/difficulty/challenge and it is your task to implement a project to solve it.
Make sure you define the scope, as well as the budget and time frame of the project
and you work out in detail the tasks to be managed.
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Chapter 5 - What are the impacts of project management?
It is important to emphasise that the implementation of a project should closely be
monitored. During monitoring the project manager is trying to be informed of any
problems, differences arising in the project as compared to the schedule.
Simultaneity of monitoring with implementation enables the project manager to
interfere and correct the mistakes recognised in time and thus save the project from
failure.
At the end of a project one has to evaluate the efficiency of the process. During
evaluation we can sum up the valuable experiences learnt and use them in projects
to come. It is always recommended to make the evaluation in writing because in this
way it can be used when preparing the demand analysis of our next project. The
evaluation can take the form of an article, a case study, an internal or public
conference (in the case of larger companies). It is in every manager’s interest to
formulate project experiences and integrate them in the collective knowledge of the
enterprise. The more of the staff are aware of the detailed findings of the projects,
the more the management can reduce future risks.

5.1 Quantitative key performance indicators
It is not so straightforward to state that a project has been successful or not. The
reason for this is the fact that a multiple of people take part in a project and their
expectations regarding the development project may differ considerably. This is why
in the last 30 years several renowned researchers have made investigations related
to the success factors of a project.
Before the 1980s efficiency of a project was measured by merely financial criteria
such as profit, return of investments and rate of productivity etc. Only after serious
research into the reasons of failure did the economists start to apply the
combination of the factors cost, time and quality, called by Roger Atkinson as ‘Iron
Triangle’ or by others as ‘Golden Triangle’.

5.2 Qualitative key performance indicators
This approach has satisfied all the aspects of project management, however, it could
not provide suitable result as for the judgement of how useful a project is. According
to this modell, a project is successful if it supplies an output corresponding to the
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quantitative parametres defined to the scheduled deadline and within the
predetermined budget frame.
Even later, in 1999 Baccarini found that project success is a result of two
independent factors: when the project management reaches the desired successs
and parallelly when the output of the project is successful. The earlier success factor
refers to the successful implementation of the process (within the golden triangle),
while the latter success factor measures how efficiently the output (product/service)
of the project can be used. In 2003 Pinkerton developed the theory together with
Baccarini and they stated that although the two success factors are independent
from each other, the entire project is only successful if both criteria are met.

5.3 Practical activity

This section is combined with a mentoring consultancy provided for the students by
a project management expert/experienced startup. Participating learners will have
the opportunity to present/pitch the patisserie business and/or the project designed
at 3.4. and/or 4.5. The mentor will give valuable feedback on the feasibility and
expected efficiency of the presentation/pitch and will recommend improvements if
necessary.
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Chapter 6 - Useful tools
Links to videos, further readings, extra resources, etc.
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

‘Overview of the Strategic Planning Process’ by Erica Olsen
https://onstrategyhq.com/resources/building-plan/
'Strategic
Planning
and
Goal
Setting’
by
BGW/CPA
https://www.trustbgw.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/sec-2.-StrategicPlanning-Goal-Setting-2.pdf
'How to Create an Action Plan to Achieve Your Goals' by Leslie Truex
https://www.thebalancesmb.com/how-to-create-an-action-plan-toachieve-your-goals-1794129
'The Ultimate Guide to Small Business Goal Setting' by Alyssa Gregory
https://www.thebalancesmb.com/the-ultimate-guide-to-small-businessgoal-setting-2951416
'Creating
Strategic
Focus
Areas'
by
CASCADE
https://www.executestrategy.net/blog/creating-strategic-focus-areas/
‘Goal Setting and Action Planning’ by The Health Foundation
http://personcentredcare.health.org.uk/sites/default/files/pdp_handout_2
_goal_setting_and_action_planningfinal.docx
'Setting Goals - Reaching Dreams’ – online tutoring training workshop by The
Learning
Center
of
The
University
of
Louisiana-Lafayette
https://studentsuccess.louisiana.edu/sites/studentsuccess/files/Goal%20Se
tting%20Training.ppsx
'Leadership Planning and Goal Setting’ by Dale Carnegie Training
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QgVuTwy0beY
'Create Strategic Plan’ by FormSwift https://formswift.com/sem/static-nonstate/strategic-plantemplate?utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_term=29032160983
&utm_content=80882830269903&utm_campaign=static__strategic_plan&
u_adgroup=strategic_plan&u_network=b&u_device=c&u_placement=unkn
own&u_country=us&u_producttype=formswift&u_product=strategic_plan_
template&u_matchtype=p&u_landingpage=ext2&u_aceid=unknown&u_ad
position=unknown&sitelinkid=707290&msclkid=543fdddda617188bcf7087
05cb7afd03
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•
•

•
•
•

Free
Sample
Business
Plans’
at
Bplans
https://www.bplans.com/sample_business_plans.php
‘Principles of Management’ in an OER of the University of South Carolina
http://www.oercommons.org/courses/principles-of-management-3/view
‘Venturing: Innovation and Business Planning for Entrepreneurs’ by Marc H.
Meyer
and
Frederick
G.
Crane
https://books.google.hu/books?id=PzLpCgAAQBAJ&pg=PA253&lpg=PA253
&dq=business+planning+OER&source=bl&ots=cdVzaF4hWs&sig=UmiAZjrGC
JATFUMWkV7BqZxgYMQ&hl=hu&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj37tCyssbaAhVRbVA
KHQ_-CMwQ6AEIYjAH#v=onepage&q&f=false
Project
Management
by
Adrienne
Watt
https://opentextbc.ca/projectmanagement/
Managing
Projects
by
Matt
H.
Evans
https://www.oercommons.org/courses/managing-projects
Basic Introduction to Project Cycle Management Using the Logical
Framework
Approach
http://www.eeas.europa.eu/archives/delegations/ethiopia/documents/eu_
ethiopia/ressources/pcm_manual_en.pdf

Chapter 7 - Module assessment
This chapter includes an assessment test to make sure the participants have
understood the main topics. Assessment plays a major role in how students learn,
their motivation to learn and how trainers teach in the learning process, helping
them to gain insight into what learners understand, how they learn, and how they
can be better served.

Give an example for a strategic plan, an operative plan and a project in each of the
following situations taken from every-day life:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

education
moving to a new home
marriage/relationship
expecting a baby
illness
travel
job/career
leisure time/hobby
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9. buying/having a car
10. household chores
11. an unexpected event
12. IT tools/applications
+ 1. a celebration
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